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The Edge Festival will
showcase a variety of
short theatrical
performances this
weekend, see page 58.

Check out thenews.org for blog
coverage of the Kentucky
Derby 135 by Whitney Harrod
and photo coverage by Misty
Hays.

The women's golf
team won the OVC
Championship,
see page lB.
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Megan Locke
Staff writer
Murray State University ranked No. 1 in Kiplinger's
Reader's Choice poll for public colleges and universities
this month.
The poll, featured on the kiplinger~com Web site.
allowed visitors to vote for their favorite public college
or university voted among KiJ?Iinger's 100 Best Values
for 2009. Murray State ranked No. 99 on this list.
The list, topped by University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, is determined using statistics provided by
the various colleges and universities.
Kiplinger's selections come from data submitted from
the more than 500 public colleges and universities in the
United States. Schools are narrowed based on factors
such as admission rates, freshman retention rates and
student-faculty ratios. The selections are then evaluated
based on cost, considering factors such as total cost for
in-state students and average student debt.
In the reader's choice poll, Murray State nabbed the
No. 1 spot by more than twice the amount of votes for
No. 2 Texas A&M. Other schools to crack the top 25 in
reader poll of the best values in colleges and universities
include No.6 Appalachian State University, No.8 University of California, Berkeley, No. 16 Truman State University and No. 23 Auburn University. The reader's poll
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The Kentucky Institute for
International Studies is moving
to Western Kentucky University this summer, more than 30
years after its beginning at Murray State.
The KIIS program has organized a variety of summer and
semestt'r study-abroad programs for students since 1975.
The program provides experiences in countries including
Austria, Brazil and Japan. Next
summer, the program provides
24 different study abroad
options in 19 different countries.
Chris Bierwirth, executive
director of the KIIS program.
said the move to WKU originated out of the program's need to
investigate its options. There
was no written agreement
defining
the
relationship
between the program and the
University.
Bierwirth said the decision to
relocate was the decision of
KIIS and Murray State in no
way discouraged KIIS from

remaining on campus.
"The long and shon of it iswe could never reach an agreement that was mutually satisfac·
tory to both sides," he said. "In
the meantime, we had been contacted by some other universities interested in sponsoring
KIIS, and so we opened up the
process (to proposals). We
ended up receiving five proposals, one from Murray State.
After considering the five proposals, we just decided that
Western Kentucky University
was the best fit."
As the KIIS office transfers to
its new home, Bierwinh follows
in order to continue serving as
executive director. Bierwirth
has served as executive director
since 2006. His wife, criminal
justice professor Kate King, is
also transferring to a teaching
position at WKU. Not all of the
KIIS office staff is transferring
to the new office. Bierwirth said
the inability for everyone to
keep their position is an unfortunate effect of the move.
''(WKU) wanted to make sure
there was some continuity in
the transition," Bierwirth said,

Misty Hays/The News

KIIS coordinator Elizabeth Thomas works at her desk durlno the office's last semester at Murray State.
of his continuing stint as executive director. "They didn't want
to start over from scratch."
The move is slated for sometime between July 1 and Aug. 1, a
hectic and disruptive time for
the KIIS summer study-abroad
programs, Bierwirth said. Murray State remains a member of
the KIIS consortium and retains
three program directors: Meg
Brown. professor in the modern
languages department, Yoko
Hatakeyama, senior lecturer in
the modem languages department and Zybnek Smetana,
associate professor in the art
department.
"It's going to be a bit wrenching here, both for us and Murray
St!lte," Bierwirth said. "In the

long run, it's going to be benefi·
cial for both parties....There's
no reason why (the move)
should affect study abroad at
Murray State at all."
Meg Brown, director of the
Bregenz study abroad and Vien·
na internship programs, said via
e·mail she is sad about KIIS
relocating. She said, however,
WKU can serve as a great ally
for promoting study abroad.
"First, my heart goes out for
the staff of KIIS who will not be
able to move to Bowling Green.
and I hope they will be able to
find employment soon after the
move," she said. "Second, Murray State will lose the prestige
and the convenience of being
the sponsoring institution of

KIIS. However. KIIS moving to
Western Kentucky University
will not have a negative effect
on Murray State study abroad
opportunities."
Brown said she hopes to continue to promote the KJIS experience at the University.
..1 may need to work harder to
get the name recognition and
the information about the KIIS
programs to faculty and students, but that is all," she said.
"Far more students from MSU
have studied abroad with KIIS
than students from any other
university ... I hope that trend
continues."
Megan Locke can be reached
at megan.Jockc@murraystate.
edu.

Outstanding seniors look back on experience
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remains open for voting.
As a result of Murray State's high ranking in the reader poll, the Kiplinger Web site featured a snapshot of the
University.
Mallory Allgood. senior from Paducah, Ky.• provided
'insider tips' for Kiplinger's readership. The tips included a variety of items, such as "Best On-Campus Feature,"
~Most Unusual Campus Tradition" and "Best Place to
Study during Finals Week."
Catherine Sivills, assistant vice president for Institutional Advancement, said the University enco'uraged
people to vote for Murray State as soon as they learned
about the poll on the Web site.

"Pretty quickly, Murray State rose to the top," she said.
One of the editors of the Web site contacted Sivills
shortly after the results of the poll become public in
order to write a feature about the University.
"I think it's a big reflection on the efforts of our administration and the (Board oO Regents to make the quality
of our education a priority,'' she said.
The University is considered a value in many different
rankings. Sivi11s said, and it does not take much to realize
the value of a Murray State education. Many public
schools cost double the amount of Murray State's tuition
and fees. Such rankings often factor in how prospective
students and parents view colleges and universities, she
said.
Student Government Association President Kara Mantooth said via e-mail she was also very excited by Mur·
ray State's ranking.
"1 think it speaks a lot to this University to know that
it was voted on by readers, people who have actually
been here and experienced what great things we have to
offer," she said. "I do agree that Murray State is an amazing value."
Murray State U; the only Kentucky college or university to rank on the list of Kiplinger's 100 Best Values for
2009.
Megan
Locke
can
be
reached
at
megan.Jocke@murraystate.edu.
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Laura Cash
News Editor
After years of hard work and little
sleep, the 2009 outstanding seniors,
Megan Black and Reed Clapp, are finally
rewarded for their dedication to the University.
Megan Black, senior from Murray, Ky.,
is on the education route and is currently
student-teaching in Belize.
"There are so many opportunities the
University offers. it's difficult not to get
involved in everything," Black said in an
e-mail. "I wouldn't trade my experiences,
but this summer I'm looking forward to
catching up on all the sleep I've missed in
the last five years."
Black said she is involved at Murray
State as a Resident Adviser, a volunteer
Spanish tutor and a member of the Honors Program, among many activities.
She said the Murray State Honors Pro~
gram was the most outstanding aspect of
the University for her.
"Not only did the classes offer challenging and thought-provoking discus-

sion,
the
thesis
requirement ensured
that I got an early start
on
undergraduate
research." Black said.
Although
Black has been broadly
involved at Murray
State, she also recognizes the need to find a
Megan Black niche.
"My
advice
Outstanding
Senior Woman would be for incoming
freshmen
to
get
involved, but to remember how important it is to leave time for yourself to
enjoy these four years (or more) of college," Black said.
Reed Clapp, senior from Fancy Farm,
Ky., said he was excited and honored.
"I felt like after four years of hard wou
it finally paid off," he said. "It's been a
rewarding time, great experiences and a
time for personal growth."
Clapp said he was probably most qualified for Outstanding Senior Man
because of his dedication to the Universi-

ty for the past four
years through leadership roles and commitment to community.
Clapp is the vice
president of Alpha
Lambda Delta, a mcmber of Sigma Phi
Epsilon and the Judicial Board Chair for
Reed Clapp Student Government
Outstanding Association.
Senior Man
He was in AllCampus Sing for four
years, Campus Outreach and many
boards including College of F.ducation
Curriculum Materials Center Board, Student Technology Advisory Board and
Strategic Plan Council.
Clapp was a student ambassador for
two semesters and an Elizabeth College
First Year Leader for two yeats.
He is currently a student worker in the
Elementary Education Department but
has worked with kids in past settings, like
the Mayfield Graves County YMCA
Summer Camp and Murray Elementary

a.

School Kids' Company.
Clapp said his professional goal is to
reach elementary school or be a school
administrator.
Laura Cash can be reached at
Jaura.cash@ murraystatc.cdu.

News Editor: Laura Cash
Phone: 809-4468
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This week-......____________
Today

Saturday

Sunday

-9 a.m. Munay State Clay Club's

•l p.m. Baseball v. Tennessee

•1

end~of-the-year sale; Rocking
Chair Lounge of the Curris Center; features work by Murray
State students and faculty
-4 p.JL Murray State Aikido Club
meetmg; Carr Health room 230

Tech (DH): Reagan Field
•7:30 p.m. The Edge Festival;
Actor's Studio Theatre in Wilson
Hall room 3108: free Racercard or
$5 for general admission

Teda (Dlf); ReapD Field

p;a.

~all

•.

Today

Monday

or..-e...

e9:30 p.m. Miclnipt Br~klast;
Winslow Cueteria; free to students

·7:30p.m.

e6 M. Dinner at the Wesley
Jlouodati9D, $1
•7':90 p.m. Ministry Open To All
Bible study; 1606 Poplar St.; open
to the pubUc

The Edge Festival; Actor's Studio Theatre in
Wilson Hall room
3108; $5 or free
with Racercard

Nate Brelsford!The News

Tuesday

Wednesday

!'4 p.m. Racer Run: a one·mile fun
run/walk on campus; register in Curris Center Dance Lounge; entry fee is
$10 and includes a t:-shirt
•4 p.m. Murray State Tr;tditi(mal
Karate Club meeting; Carr Health
Racquetball Court 6; call Zach Park at
270-316-6179 for more information

Thursday

•1 p.IL Christ Ambassad~· WedJiet..
day Word 'and Worship: Curris ce.ter
Theater: call Ryan Brooks at 2"10-9'180911 for more information

Now Playing
Tinseltown Tuesdays
Curris Center Theater
"'Back to the Future" May S
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theater.
Admission is free.

Comlno Up

Raa!r-

•Tuesday: taqJutwkte
recr
lster In CIJris CerDr Dn:e Loooge
If you would like an event to
appear in the This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-.3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received wlll be publisht>d.

Police Beat c:======- - - - -.,;,..,__ __ _ _ __
April23
12:49 a.m. A student reported a
v_ehiclc was hit while parked in
White College parking lot. An
officer took an accident report.
3:19 p.m. A Resident Adviser
from Springer College reported a former resident at the
front desk was upset over not
receiving a package. The stu·
dent calmed down when
speaking to officers and left.
An officer took a report.
4:35 p.m. A student received a
parking citation for illegally
parking at Wrather Museum
and requested an officer check
the area because the student
believed the vehicle was
parked legally. The student did
not have a decal and thought
the blue sign was for only one
parking space.

April24
12:38 a;m. A person at 809 N. 16
St. Apartments shot fireworks

toward the University. An officer requested they put them up
and the residents complied.
Murray Police Department
was notified.
ll:lS a.m. A student from the
rodeo barn reported theft of
several spare tires from trailers
parked at the bnrn. An officer
took a report for theft by
unlawful taking over $300.
ll.:S7 p.m. Murray State Police
south of Hart College arrested
Andrae L Williams, non-student from Dallas, Texas for
having no operator/moped
license and failure to wear a
seat belt.

Aprii2S
6:34 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported a Life-line helicopter
landing at the parking lot at
7 p.m. Officers were notified.
9:09 p.m. An officer checked
on a vehicle at the West Farm.
The arfver~s gpjng fishing in

the pond. The officer warned
there was no fishing on West
Farm property.
11:50 p.m. A verbal warning
was given to the passenger of a
vehicle in College Circle. The
passenger was screaming out
of the vehicle's window and
was told to hold the noise
down.

~?! s~~nt

El~a-

from
bcth College requested to
speak with an officer about a
possible suicidal friend who
was en route to Western Kentucky University. WKU was
notified to check the friend's
welfare. WKU located the
friend. An officer took a report.
10:44 a.m. A caller from Paris,
Tenn., requested assistance
from the International Student
Adviser. The student adviser
was •otitied.
8:42 p.m. Callers from Hester
College reported being stuck

in an elevator on the second

Aprll24

floor. Central Plant was notified. The elevator door was
opened and the passengers got
off. Central Plant reset tht.• elevator.

April27

3:22 p.m. A student lymg in the $fa&S
on the south side of Winslow wu

approached by an om~. Tbe student
was laking a nap and was deemed.
normal by the officer.

7:S3 a.m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported obscene
writing in the parking lot.
Facilities management was
notified for clean up.
1:10 p.m. A person at Public
Safety reported a stolen bicycle. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful t;lking
under $300.
8:05 p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported an animal in a
trash can Central Plant was
notified.

Murray, for passing a loading/unloading school bus or
church bus. A verbal warning
was also given for having no
proof of insurance.
4:32p.m. A caller reported peo·
pie sitting on the back porch of
an empty house located at 1627
Hamilton St. The people were
students who lived across the
street. They were told to move.
5:44 p.m. A caller reported a
"No parking at anytime" sign
and pile of garbage in the yard
at 1602 Ryan St. Murray Police
Department was notified.

~~~~

~~ ~a~r

State Police
issued a citation to Ellen E.
Robinson, \ non-student from

from Carr
Health reported a male subject
making
several
females

uncomfortable. The male subject left the area per officer.
3:22 p.m. A report was made
that parking signs at Regents
College had been damaged and
stolen. A theft report was
taken for theft by unlawful taking under $300.
7:25 p.m. A caller reported
someone had dropped Racercard down an elevator shaft in
Hester. Central Plant was notified.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1

Police Beat is compiled with
materials providd l)y Publfc
Safety. Not all dispatched calls
are listed.

Don't Break Your Bank Just To Live In Style
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Friendly Staff

NOW SERVING 7 DIFFERENT MICROBREWS.
THE DECK IS NOW OPEN!
MONDAY-WEDNESDAY!
HALF OFF (ORNHOLE AND $1 PBR.

VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 5 YEARS.

•4 bedroom units
starting at $279
•2 bedroom units
reclucecl to $399

RIDES TO CAMPUS
PICK UP I DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FREE ESTIMATES
Includes:

• New t2nning dome • New fitness center
• Swimming pool • Tellllis court • Private bathrooms
• Wuhen and dryen

• All-inclusive rent to include Internet,
Cable, and electric allowance.
1700 Lowe's Drive
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com

Reserve your room
for this Fall today.
Rooms tue filling fast/
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Forum discusses downloading
Ashlee Cobb
Staff writer

Jim Griffin, adviser to Warner Music Group, told students in a
forum Wednesday about the non·profit program, Chorul\S, which
gives students at universities the ability to share music legally in
any format for a low flat fee.
Students realize it is completely voluntary to pay for musk and
ideas, Griffin said. In a civilized society, he said, it cannot c:ontinue to be a choice to pay for ideas, culture and music.
"We believe nt Choruss that music is an idea that cannot be
owned as property," Griffin said. "What we want to do is give universities the,ability to offer students the option of paying a low
flat fee to share with other studt•nts and universities in any format they choose."
Griffin said, ''However, there arc some issues to be rcsc;~rched
and resolved."
"In every son~. there are twll rights: the songwriter and the performer/recorder of that song," Griffin said. "Those two groups
have to agree. so we have to research the best possible way to get
two things: a pool of money and a way to the split the moner
between the sonbrwriter and performer."
Choruss needs universities with willing students as participants to research and experiment with the usefulness of the program, Griffin said.
"Some questions that were raised that we hope maybe Murray
State could answer are 'How do we equalize music?' and 'We
can't stop copyrighting, so how do we control it?"' Griffin said.
He urged students to strongly consider working with this program and to think about what is best for the University as a
whole, as well.

Jim Griffin, adviser to Warner Music Group, speaks to students about Cho·
russ, a non·profit program that allows legal sharino of music.
"Wl• want to prove that sharing of music can be done voluntarily while still compensating the people in the music industry,"
Griffin ~aid. WThe prices would be set based on what the students

can afford. Within an open-market economy mind set, we can
negotiate prices."
The discussion of music and ideas influences objects and other
ideas, Griffin said. He also said the people of Choruss believe
ideas and knowledge should be equally open for distribution
among alL
"Nuclear weapons are not as harmful as destroying the economy of ideas," Griffin said. "Nuclear weapons qn only destroy tangible objects, but if we destroy ideas, we destroy mankind."
Jessica Minyard, sophomore from Taylorsville, Ky .. said she
docs not download much music, but the program may be beneficial to other students. She believes it could be valuable to the rest
of the student body.
"If I understand correctly. I think it is a good idea to pay a flat
fcc to download and upload music," Minyard said. "But I am not
sure it would affect me personally."
"Murray State would have to see if the benefit of the program
would outweigh the cost," Minyard said. "But this is a good idea
in theory. It may even increase the amount of me sharing if it
works."
A former Kentucky college graduate, Griffin said he hopes a
Kentucky university such as Murray State will take the initiative
to try the experiment that could benefit so many universities and
students.
"Some things should never have a lock and key, especially the
arts," Griffin said.
If the program passes through administration with enough .student interest, students can begin using and experimenting with
Choruss from the Fall 2009 semester through the Spring 2010
semester.
Ashlee Cobb can be reached at asblec.cobb@murraystatc.cdu
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$ Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

' ----------------------------------------------------------Our view

Sayonara: KIIS moves to
Dismissal of study abroad company does a disservice to University, students
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Did you hear, Murray State? A priceless
piece of our identity is being removed, and we
didn't even know.
Tucked into Faculty Hall, the Kentucky
Institute for International Studies has served
thousands of students and faculty alike since
1975 through its study abroad programs. But
due to recent strained renegotiations with
Murray State, KI1S is about to close up shop
and heaa for Western Kentud.:y University.
Most are stunned by this, not just because a
Murray State ftxture is departing, but also
because it seems so sudden.
KIIS director Chris Bierwirth said the Un1versity did not push the company out. Rather,

they both were unable to agree on a mutally
beneficial situation to keep KIIS in Murray.
KIIS pays rent to Murray State but funds
itself, so what is there to argue over? The
excellent learning opportunities it affords students all over the tri-state area? The increased
proficiency language majors can receive and
incorporate into the studies? The thousands
of students who have had life-changing experiences while abroad, and have returned with
renewed vigor in pursuing their dreams?
One of the best parts of having an actual
student abroad company on our campus is the
customer service one can receive. Anyone can
pick up a KIIS program brochure and then
march into Faculty Hall to speak to the very
person booking the flights, organizing the

instructors and setting up the program's timeline of events. These people know events,
dates, costs and program requirements like
the back of their hand, and instead of only
speaking to them over the phone, we have the
opportunity to actually sit down with them
and look them in the eye while discussing
studying art in· Italy or political science in
Germany. KIIS showed students anything was
possible and - more crucially - attainable.
But in two months, its offices will be vacant
reminders of the now hollowed-out hearts of
many in the Murray State community.
If doctors are contemplating amputating a
patient's limb, would they not consult with
the very person it would be affecting the
most? And would that patient not have the

I· what

-rHA-rs OtE Less AAMX>M CRC$AMZA~

we AAVE -ro 'NCRRY ABOO'f!

right to voice his or her opinion on the issue?
Well, the "doctors" of Murray State have
cut us off from one of most vital assets without even asking us what we thought.
Do the opinions of Murray State's students
- the very students who fill a great number of
KIIS' participant slots and help promote the
programs both on campus and elsewhere matter so little, they can be ignored completely? To anyone who bas gone abroad through
KIIS, it feels like pouring salt onto an open
wound.
The News implores the University to
explain its reasoning for letting KIIS go. As it
stands, it seems the University let a gem slip
between its fingers by not recognizing its true
value - not present value, but past and future.

do you think•••

are you surprised to hear KIIS is moving to Western?

HCPe NOBCPY N011CES.

"I am absolutely saddened. The directors·
are amazing people. (If they go to Western), Murray will lose exquisite staff."
Bethany Walker • louisville, Ky.
junior
"Yes. The more people know about Murray State, the more international students can be attracted to Murray."
Jun Wu • Beijing, China
sophomore
"Yes. I thought it was sometHin~ that Murray State promoted and supported."
Kaitlin Baetzel ·Westview, Ky.
senior
Melissa' De'r'oung!The News

Your voice

Letters
Student advocates unified senior seminars

University should practice what it preaches

Stephen R. Herr
Stephen R. Herr is an
assistant professor of
education studies,
leadership and
counseling.

Murray State was founded in
1922 and has served students,
staff, faculty and the community for generations, but while
well-run institutions have a
purpose, recently it seems
we've gone adrift.
A student noted he heard ..a
little bit of spinning going on,
just like any kind of political
setting" at the recent tuition
forums. In an institution that
desires higher standards of
behavior, a culture of spin
seems inappropriate.
We expect our graduates to
be able to do the research to
make a logical decision. It's
fairly clear Murray State will
receive less money from the
state, and there is need to raise
tuition and freeze salaries. But I
haven't seen or heard much
about our multi-million dollar
reserve fund, or the recent
fund-raising success of the University Foundation (the fund
already has total assets in
excess of $71 million), or even
about the administration's plan
to pay $85,000 so we can be
branded. (Can anyone say
"New Coke"?)
'
For a university that values
open communication, I'm concerned about what I'm not seeing. For example, if the University spends $1 million on property in Paducah on April 6, why

the news
.'
I

..'

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301

E·mail thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
thenews.oro

was the front page story for
The News that week about the
student body president and the
University president switching
jobs for an afternoon? More
importantly, why hasn't The
News covered the Paducah
story at all?
I also don't understand how a
University press release about
the purchase could say there
was a "clear need" to be met,
and in the same press release
also say, ''the next step for Murray State will be to determine
which of its programs will best
meet the needs of Paducah and
McCracken County." How do
we know there's a clear need, if
we don't clearly know what's
needed? If we don't have
enough money to complete a
science building here, where
will we get the funds to develop
a Paducah campus?
This brings me to Waterfield
Library, because the desire to
build a new library also seems a
bit reckless. I am often told capital construction projects like
libraries are drawn from a completely different funding pool
than state support for our operating budget. Aren't all the
pools of state funds, in some
way fllled from the same state
spring? The rationale regarding
different pools of state funding
sounds a lot like an adolescent
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Dear Editor.

at the mall saying he's not worried about how much he's
spending, because it's his
mom's money
As part of our mission, we
claim to value shared .governance. So it was a bit discon·
certing when University Pres!·
dent Randy Dunn instituted
new tenure procedures without
first consulting the faculty. It
made it bard to have much faith
in the University's regard for
shared governance.
Recently it seems as though
there's a growing distance
between our better selves and
our actions, and that distance
seems to be growing over time.
We've been recognized by U.S.
News and World Report for 15
years, and maybe we can coast
on our reputation for a while.
Maybe we can continue to
focus on building new buildings
while we chip away at the cur·
riculum. Maybe we can continue to focus on the president's
job switch and ignore spending
a million dollars to buy land in
Paducah. Maybe we can recommit ourselves to direct answers,
the centrality of the academic
mission, shared governance
and working every day to earn
our good name. If that doesn't
work we can always try to buy
our good name from a team of
experts from Philadelphia.

Elilah Philllgs
Online Editor • 8 9·5877

Tlffanl Stober

Advertising Manager • 809-4478
David Szemeredy
Production Manager • 809·5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor · 809·5878
Joe Hedoes
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As a double major, I was under the assumption my two senior
seminar classes would cover basically the same material. I was
completely wrong.
Last semester, I took my first senior seminar, which was very
much a class designed for soon-to-be graduating seniors. In my
second senior seminar, we instead attended two lectures where
professionals presented their research and took a standardized
test so the department could evaluate itself.
I learned so much in my first senior seminar. By practicing
job interviews in front of my classmates, I received helpful
constructive criticism. Because of the research we did in that
class, 1 have an assistantship lined up at a great graduate program for next semester.
My second senior seminar feels like a waste of time. If it took
a senior seminar in a different major to teach me useful skills
about how to succeed after Murray State, what happens to the
students who only took my second senior seminar class?
I realize all senior seminar classes have to be a little different.
But if the University would simply make basic guidelines for
these seminars to follow, Murray State graduates would be
more prepared to go into the world and pursue their dreams.
-Amanda Crider, Bethpage, Tenn.

Professor responds to Holocaust ad
Dear Editor,
In reference to Bradley Smith's recent ad in The Murray State
News about the Holocaust, I have not been to AusChwitz, but I
have been to Dachau. 1 did see the gas rooms and the crematoria there, and I did see records of the names of persons executed, which were kept by the Nazis. I recall in particular a picture
of Gustav Hinz, who committ~d suicide by hanging his emaciated body from a urinal on Feb. 19, 1941. There can be no doubt
the Holocaust happened.

- Winfi~ld H. Rose. political science professor, Murray, Ky.

From the front
(From top left) Edoe Festival photo by lauren Bell/ Tlle News: Goff cutout by Mtsty Hays/ The News.
Kentucky Derby photo courtesy of north45pub.com: (sidebar from top) Call of Fame graphic by
Misty Hays/The News; face Off graphic by Courtney Crain/ The News, Day in the life of picture by
Charlotte Kyle/Features Editor: weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News: weather Information
courtesy weather.com
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Should on-campus residency be required?
YES
NO
Connects
residents with
campus events
1 believe all students, especially
freshmen. should be required to
live in a residential college for at
least one full semester.
I grew up in Murray, so therefore I can provide a local aspect of
living on campus.
This is a small town where
everyone knows everyone. You
know everyone not only in your
high school, but also in the crosstown rival high school.
When applying to college, I
looked at several different schools
in several different states ranging
from California to New York.
I ultimately chose Murray
because of the price. I also
planned to transfer after two
years, but after my first year, I
decided to stay.
To get the full college experience, I chose to.live in a residen·
tial college.
Knowing my tendencies, if 1
would have Lived'at home, I would
have gone to class and then gone
back home. Obviously, this is no
way to meet new people.
A goal l set for myself before
starting college was to expand my
group of friends.
I cherish my friends whom 1
have had for years, but college
was going to allow me to meet
tons of new people and experience many new things.
If I had stayed at home or rented an apartment my first semester, I would have never met the
great people that lived in my residential college. I also bad a won"
derful c.ollege head who was willing to 'go above and beyond for
each student in our college.
In a sense, living in the residential colleges forces you to get
involved on campus.
During the semester I lived on
campus I was involved with RCC
and participated in several events
my residential college hosted
including an ice <:ream social, a
cookout. a progressive dinner, etc.
This is a great way for freshmen
or transfer students to meet and
interact with new people in a
relaxing environment.
It may sound cliche, but there
are times I will never forget and
will always cherish from my time
on campus.
I remember staying up all night
hanging out in the halls talking
with friends, midnight runs to

Mallory Allgood
is a sen~or from Murray.

Hardees, knocking on random
people's doors and running away,
playing cards in the elevator - and
who could forget those wonderful
fire alarms going off at 2 a.m.!
(Okay those I could do without).
These are aU things 1 would
have never experienced if I had
chosen to live at home my first
semester.
I would never have had fun stories to tell my co-workers and
family about.living on campus.
The best thing about living on
campus, for me, is I am still
friends with the people I lived
with.
I had great suitemales and
neighbors and when we all get
together, it is like a family
reunion. Living on campus also
made me feel more connected to
Murray State.
If I ever needed something, I
knew I could go to my college
head, resident adviser or First
Year Leader. If I was ever bored
or upset, I knew there was someone I could always talk to at the
residential college.
I know the residential colleges
are not ideal but in a sense it is all
the more reason to live in them.
Not many people want to be in
a small, cramped place all day
with schoolbooks staring them in
the face.
This forces ).'OU to get out and
meet people. Four years in college
is too long to be by yourself!

Ignores personal
choice, hinders
enrollment
When researching possible universities to attend, prospective
students seek information about
academic programs. costs, prox·
imity to home, campus organizations, sports opportunities and
housing options, to list a few.
These can be the deciding fac·
tors for university selection. Any
shortcomings in these areas could
potentially lead students to
choose one university over another.
Of the state schools in Kentucky. most students look to the
University of Kentucky, Universi·
ty of Louisville, Western Ken·
tucky University, Eastern Kentucky University, Northern Kentucky University, Murray State
and other smaller institutions to
achieve a bachelor's degree.
Among the schools named,
three require students with 60
hours or less (freshmen and
sophomon.'S) to live in on-campus
housing.
One university requires all
freshmen to live in university
housing, and two other universities offer non-mandatory housing.
Although 1 personally did take
advantage of on-campus housing,
the mandatory obligation Murray
State enforces (with exemptions)
is a policy that could deter students from enrolling at our
school.
Although it has been a few
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Bidding farewell to
faraway friends
It takes a while to
teach an old dog new
tricks. While I'm all of
22 years old, the way
my joints pop every
morning as I climb out
of bed makes me feel
much older than my
age. Perhaps my attitude also contributes
to that. I look at Murray State as if I've seen everything there
is to see and know everything it offers.
Thank God our international stu.dents
have breathed new life into me.
Last semester, I was introduced to the
English as a Second Language program
through a friend who became an instructor. Through this. I became a conversation partner to a wonderfully delightful
South Korean girl named Mia. I confessed
I knew very little about South Korea
except what I'd read in history books, and
she taught me about its language, culture,
customs, government, conflicts with
North Korea and why she loved America
(the food was excellent!) and also hated it
(the food made her gain wei~ht!).
I also became a frequent fixture in my
friend's ESL classes as her uassistant." At
first it was just to help out with their
ancestry study. But eventually, it became
an excuse just to be around people who
were so obviously eager to learn about
their new "homeland."
Something that really struck me was
their willingness to really experience
American life - and I mean really. They
fully utilized campus amenities and practiced their English at every opportunity.
They attended music recitals, drag shows
and coffeehouses • anything they could.
Per my involveJD.ent in the ESL program and the Baptist Campus Ministry,
I've become genuine friends with several
international students. We have done
"normal" friend things, like watch
movies, cheering at sporting events and
even going on vacation. but each has been
experienced with a pair of new eyes.
They are thrilled by subtitles, new cuisine
and Racer One. They love American
cookouts and birthday parties. When confronted with a pinata at a friend's going• away party, they became so eager to bust
the guts out of it that we had a steady
stream of volunteers.
I had the incredible fortune to spend
Spring Break in Gatlinburg with around
20 international students. I say "incredible fortune" because I was there to witness their first reactions to the Smoky
Mountains, huge stacks of pancakes and
old-time pictures. I got to run with them
through our huge chalet like we were kids
turned loose in a candy store. I ate every
meal with them, played checkers with
them, cooked, shopped, got lost, hiked up
mountains with them - and loved and
learned from every moment.
I have also seen how independent they
are, and they never cease to stun me. I
want to coddle them, hold their hand and
help them through everything. It makes
me nervous when they travel by themselves, but these are students who have
navigated more airports in six months
than I've ever seen in my life. They have
spent Christmas and New Year's in New
York- I have never been there even when
it was not a major holiday.
It just goes to show how these students
have tallght me to love my life. If we complain there is not anything to do on a Friday night, but they can find something shouldn't that tell us we're not looking
hard enough? Perhaps we don't have the
zeal in being here that they have.
It breaks my heart that they're going
home so soon, but it is my prayer that I
keep a bit of their excited explorer attitutde in me. It's a great way to avoid taking something for granted - something
these international kids have down pat.
So goodbye for now, my friends. Thank
you for the invaluable lessons you've
taught me, and it's my sincerest hope we
cross paths again.

Shannon Davis
is a senior from
Louisville, Ky.

years since I lived ln a residential
college, I can easily recall several
drawbacks to that lifestyle.
I remember highlights such as
sickness spreading in an epidemic
fashion, randomly assigned roommates with disastrous results and
being forced to mediate arguments between other residents.
Community baths meant wearing
flip-flops while showering, and
trying not to touch the hair-lined
shower walls., Then there were
the fire drills at all hours and loud
music and noises coming through
the walls while you're trying to
study.
1 know people can list plenty of
benefits, but shouldn't I get to
choose whether life in a residential college suits me or not?
Because freshmen and sophomore students are required to live
on campus, residential colleges
are over-crowded, and parking is
a nightmare.
With less parking spots than
students living in residential colleges, students often must drive
down to the stadium to park,
which can be worse than you
think if you're carrying groceries
up the hill.
And forget attempting to put on
your flashers to bring bags in
quickly, because more than likely,
you will be ticketed.
Students living in on-campus
housing are also required to purchase a meal plan.
. ~ Although some studeats take
.J' f~dvantage of this ~quire:
~t, many others end up .spend·
ing much more money than they
would without a food plan.
With limited dining options,
students sometimes look to
restaurants for variety, causing
students to pay for on-campus
meals they may never eat.
And no, there are no refunds at
the end of the semester for meals
not eaten.
I am not saying that students
should avoid living in on-campus
housing.
I have plenty of good things to
say about the residential college
program. like the friendships you
make, the helpful college heads,
the team sports and the organized
activities.
Again it comes down to this:
Why can I not decide for myself?

Runa mukTrevin Holder
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"You've got to make a conscious choice
every day to shed the old- whatever 'the
old' means for you." - Sarah Ban Breathnach
Jodi Keen can be reached at jodi.kcen@
murraystate.cdu.

Write to us

•

The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please i.nclude h~metown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the nght to ed1t for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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'De-Stress Fest' :unwind with food pifiata ·
offers sanctu
:::.:,;:::. . . .------,-e--b-~_a_t_e____,
I

'

depa<tment and

relax and get away and relieve
stress, even if it's for five minutes," Etheridge said.
For the second year in a row,
campus organizations held the
De-Stress Fest Thursday,
including organizations such as
the Student Government Association, Residential College
Association\ International Student Organization and the
Black Student Council.
Kara Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky. and SGA Pres·
ident for the second year in a
row, helped with this event.
"We created the De-Stress
Fest last semester and it was
held in the Curris Center right
before fmals as a way for students to take a break from
studying and de-stress," Mantooth said. "The event was held
from ll a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday
where a number of stress
relievers were available to students ranging from puppies to
stress balls' and also Food Services contributed to this
event."
During this time of the
semester, it is very easy for students to become overwhelmed

Jessica Perez
Staff writer
It's that time of year again,
when flrull projects are due,
papers need to be turned in and
fmals week is just around the
corner. However, Murray State
University faculty members,
staff and students have come
up with ways for students to
avoid the stress of fma.ls and
manage their time better.
Jane Etheridge, director of
the Women's Center has tips
for students when it comes to
handling the finals week stress.
"It's important to take a lot of
breaks, prioritize your time,
determine what's most important and create an overall plan,"
Etheridge said. "Also, remember to eat healthy and try to
stay away from junk food as
well as getting regular exercise."
Etheridge is also a strong
believer in the "mini-vacation"
method of meditation.
"If you're really having trouble focusing, take a minute to
take a 'mini vacation' or think
about a soothing place to really

lntc~national Cultures and Languages Associ1
with the responsibilities and ation. or ICALA, are holding a celebration of
deadlines that are coming up Cinco de Mayo today.
Cinco de Mayo is Spanish for the fifth of
with finals, Mantooth said.
As a senior. Mantooth feels ' May and signifies the Mexican army's defeat
she has a lot of experience in of the French army on May 5, 1862.
May 5 is not recognized as a national Mexthis area and has some advice
to offer freshmen who are ican or American holiday, but many feel it
experiencing college fmals should be, because they view the date as Mexico's Independence Day from the French.
week for the first time.
Although Cinco de Mayo is typically cele"I would just Jell freshman to
try and remember to not get brated on May 5 each year. Susan Drake, assotoo ovcnvhelmed, because it's ciate professor of modern languages and head
not like there's a possibility of of the event, said finals week interfered with
not ftnishing and in the eud the date tpis year.
"We want to hold this celebration before
when your fmals are over with,
you don't have to worry any- finals week. which is why it is going to be on
more and you can relax," Man- (May) first," Drake said.
This year, Cinco de Mayo falls on Tuesday
tooth said.
Finals week is only days of finals week, so it not would not have been
away and it is important to convenient for most students to attend.
The event will have a taco bar and a pinata
remember to stay calm, avoid
the stress of finals and learn to and students outside the department arc welcome to join, Drake said.
manage time, Etheridge said.
"We will be honoring our graduating
Etheridge bad one last tip to
offer to students during fmals seniors during the event," Drake said.
The foreign language department and
week.
"Don't study in your bed and ICALA will also hand out awards to the gradstudy in a place where you uating seniors, but the event will mainly be an
won't be tempted to get on end-of-the-year gathering for any who wants
tacos and a good time.
Faccbook," Etheridge said.
"The main purpose for this event is so stuJessica Perez can be reached
at jessica.pcrez@murraystate. dents can unwind before finals," Drake said.
"Depending on the weather, we will be
edu.

I

Laur~n

Be!V The News

expecting at least 30 students and the foreign
language faculty will also he attending,"
Drake said.
Sbavonna Edwards, senior from Beaver Dam.
Ky .. became involved with lCAI.A during last
year's Cinco de Mayo celebration.
"It is a time to unwind before finals, ;md it
i:; a lot of fun," Edwards $aid.
She said ICALA works with Spanish lan- ,
guage students. both majors and minors, as
well as international students at Murray
State.
The event will be held at the Creek Pavilion from 5-7 p.m. If it rains, it will be moved
to the Stables. The evcut is free.
Elaina Deren can he reached ar c/aina.

dcren@murr<JYStatc.cdu.

Swine flu spreads to United StateS, precautions being set
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON - Health officials Thursday stressed that people
with flu-like symptoms should avoid
public transportation but said everyone else "needs only to follow commonsense precautions, as the
nation's swine flu cases passed 100
and a total of 16 states.
The Obama administration stood
solidly against closing the U.S.-Mexico border, with Vice President Joe
Biden calling it "a monumental
undertaking•• that would do little
good.
There have been schools closed in
roughly 100 school systems, and
Seattle and H:untsville, Ala., joined
the list Thursday as officials awaited
word on whether some sick children
had the infection. Texas authodties
have also temporarily suspended
high school sports.
Bideo reiterated on Thursday

advice the administration bas been
eagerly dispensing: "A parent whose
child's school is closed out of a precaution or because there's been a
confrrmed case of flu should not take
the child then to a day care center.
They're going to have to take them
borne. And the hope is that the
employers will be generous in terms
of how they treat that employee's
necessary action of taking that child
home and not being at work," he
said.
At a congressional hearing, Dr.
Anne Schucbat of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
sought to strike a balance: No one
knows what the never-before-seen
virus ultimately will do, but so far in
most U.S. cases people are recovering without even needing a doctor's
care. The big message is to try not to
spread infection.
"This is a time when we don't
want the worried well flooding the

emergency rooms," she said. MAt no
time in our nation's history have we
been more prepared to face this kind
of challenge."
The CDC and officials in several
states have confirmed at least UO
cases. The affected states included
New York, Texas, California, South
Carolina, Delaware und scattered
cases in Arizona, Indiana. Kansas,
Massachusetts. Michigan, Nevada,
Ohio, Minnesota, Colorado. Georgia
and Maine.
"l would tell members of my family - and 1 have - th:u I wouldn't go
anywhere in confmed places now,"
he said. "It's not just going into Mex·
ico. If you're any place in a confined
aircraft and one person sneezes, it
goes all the way through the aircraft."
Lawmakers asked SchuchJt about
the risk of confined spaces. and she
said there may have been an earlier
misstatement.

"If you're ill. you shouldn't get on
an airplane or any public transport
to travel." Schuchat said. "If you're
sick, stay home. I can't tell you how
many times l"ve said that this week."
She added, "I'm looking forward to
getting on an airplane later today," to
return to Atlanta, where the CDC is
based.
But schools aren't the only focus.
In California, dozens of Marines
were under quarantine to sec if
they'll develop illness after contact
with a comrade confirmed to have
the new nu.
U.S. scientists are racing to develop the key vaccine ingredient - a
strain of the virus engineeted to trigger the immune system.
But they cautioned again Thursday that it would take several
months before enough doses of the
vaccine could roll off assembly lines
for the necessary testing in human
volunteers.

I MUrraY state r'tp()rted 1t 1s tlklno

!stePs to reduce the risk of students.
f~~!ty and staff contractlno the

r-;chsteps Include disinfecting
~monlyioudM!cl sutfaces thtouoh-

eampus.
The University said symptoms
nclude conoestlon, sore throat.
body aches. fatiQue and a

Univ~r~ity ;Barb~r~hop
Cuts for men. women & children

TuesdaY-FridaY 8 a.m. · 5 P.m.
SaturdaY 8 a.m. · Noon
804 Coldwater Road
MurraY. KY 42011
210-159-1953

life Is full of risks. And the time to
think about a health plan is before
you need it Because at your age,
individual health coverage can be a
bargain. So, don't wait! Call Anthem
Blue Cross and Blue Shield todayI
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Life has its risks.
Anthem has a plan.

Rates as low

Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
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Across campus
Eleven honored with awards
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
While Murray State
students kick hack fllr
summer. vacation, Murray State will bt.• hard at
work for Town and
Gown for its 4th Annual
Best Practices conference June 1·4 in the
Building
Uniwn;ity/City Relations Con·
Executive
ference.
Director
The conference will
take place in the Curris Center and will feature
a seric!i of programs titled "Teaming Across
Campus and Communitr.''
According to the Town and Gown Web site,
"the objective of the conference is to showcase
how cross-jurisdictional t.'Ommunication creates a culture of positive inter-rclatioru;hips
and sustainability between people, programs
and govern.1nce."
The conference will feature the following
keynote speakers: University President Randy
Dunn; Robert L King, president of Kentucky's
Council on Postsecondary Education; Bob
Long from tht.• Kellogg Foundation; Constantine Curris, member uf the American Association of State Colleges and Universities; Sylvia

lovely. executive director of the New Cities
Institute and Chip Boyles, executive director
of the International Town and Gown Association.
As figurehead for the International Town
and Gown Association in Clemson, S.C..
Boyles said his speech will focus on relation·
ships.
"I'm going to talk prt:dominantly about the
need for better communication and relationship between colleges and the community that
they live in and about current opportunities
that are existing for these college town relationships," Boyles said.
Boyles said the role of an open flow of com·
munication within college towns is crucial to
the communities.
"College towns have gotten some very good
national exposure," Boyles said. "What's been
in money magazines like Forbes ... arc that college towns have fared very well with retail
sales. Employment has been more steady and
consistent. College towns wiU present less of a
risk for investors who are putting money into
capital projects. That's something most of us in
college towns have known for a while."
While Boyles said partnerships arc ncccss;,rry, he said he believes Murray State and it~
community arc fostering college-business relationships.
, "It looks like Murray has a very 'strong rela-

tionship already," Boyles said. "The relationship extends into the business community as
well. not just indirectly. They've built those
economic relationships between the business·
es, the college and town."
The theme will not only extend through the
speeches of the keynote speakers, but also
through the conference sessions that include
three primary topics as outlined on the Town
and Gown Web site.
The first topic. "Teaming Across Campus
and Community" will fo-.:us on leadership
models, inter-jurisdictional programs, commu·
nication. housing and sports.
The next, "Civic Engagement and Service
Learning" will focus on the campus anq community as a 'living laboratory~ 'students as cit·
izcns and citizens as students' and student and
faculty field research.
The final topic, "College and Community
Together as an Economic Engine" addresses
Town and Gown relationships between higher
education, local and state government, in addi·
tion to joint programs through government
legislation.
Past conferences have been held at colleges
like Texas A&M University, University of
rlorida. Clemson Univt>rsity and Colorado
State University.
Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.
pbelps@murray$tate.cdu.

Chrysler Cdes forb
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON - Chrysler
LLC filed for bankruptcy protection Thursday and announced it
will temporarily halt most of its
vehicle production while it completes a deal with ltali:'lll carmak·
er Fiat designed t.o revive its t.tttered fortunes.
The Obama administration s:tid
it had long hoped to stav~ off
bankruptcy for the nation's third·
largest automaker, but it became
clear thttt a holdout group of creditors wouldn't budge on proposals
to reduce Chrysler's $6.9 billion in
secured debt. Clc:tring those
debts was a needed step for
Chrysler to restntcturc hy a government-imposed Thur~~day dead·
line.
"No one should be. confused
about what a b:mkrutncy process

means," President Barack Obama
said. "This is not a sign of weakness hut rather one more step on
a clearly chartered path to
Chrysler's revival."
Chrysler filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection in New
York with the hopes of emerging
in as little as 60 days under the
new partnership with Fiat. The
government, which has already
pourt:d $4 billion in loans into
Chrysler, would provide up to $8
billion more to carry the company
through bankruptcy, said senior
administration officials speaking
on condition of anonymity. The
government will also help :tppoint
a new board of directors.
The deals give Chrysler "a new
lease on life," Obama.said. "I have
every confidence that Chrysler
will ~merge from this process
stronger and more competitive,"

he said.
Under bankruptcy. Chrysler
would still sell cars and the government would back its auto warrantic!i. nut Chrysler said Thursday that it will idle its plants during the legal proceedings. The
company's
chief executive,
~obcrt Nardelli, said in an e-mail
to employees that he will leave
when the bankruptcy is complete.
When that occurs, the Auburn
Hills, Mich.-based automaker
would end up owned by the United Auto Workers union, the U.S.
government and r:iat. The Canadian and Ontario governments.
which arc also contributing
financing, would have small
stakes.
But Fiat, which the Obama
administration hopes can jump
st:trt Chry~ler wjth its 'fuel-efficient and lower-emission techno!-

ogy, could end up the majority
stakeholder.
Fiat would initially get 20 percent, a share that could rise to 35
percent if certain benchmarks are
met. Fiat said Thursday it could
get an additional 16 percent by
2016 if Chrysler'~ U.S. govern·
ment loans arc fully repaid.
Obama said Chrysler Financial,
the arm of the company that
makes loans to buyers and to dealers to finance their inventories,
will be merged into GMAC Financial Services, once General
Motors Corp.'s finance arm. The
new GMAC will get government
support. Chrysler's base of cJcal·
ers would also bl· pared down.
Chrysler's bankruptcy filing
said it owes more than $10 million
apiece to 20 of its unsecured cred·
itors, many-of whom arc vendors
and suppliers.

The Government. Law and International
Affairs department honored 11 "Students with
awards and scholarships on M:ll'Ch 16 at the
Han:y Lee Waterfield Lecture.
Gene Garfield, professor emeritus of government law. was also honored. He b retiring after
30 years of service.
Roger Billiqgs. profeSsor from Chase College
of Law, was the main speaker.
Three students we.rc named o utstanding
seniors. They we.re Makayla O'Neill for political
science, :Katie Coleman for international affairs
and Morgan Jenkins for pr~law.

AOPi wins competition
The University Tees held an on-campus Panhellenic Competition for the 2008·2009 school
year.
This year's winner of the competition is Alpha
Omicron Pi.
The winner w.as determined by the number of
orders placed.
The women of AOPi were presented n check
for $150 at last week's PanheUenic meeting.

Eleetion winners announced
The 2009 Staff Congrcss elections were held
last week and the winners were announced.
Cheryl :Hicks and John Young won the ~cere·
tarial/cle.dcal category.
Jane Page won the general category.
Wade Herndon and Jerry O'Bryan wun the
facilities management category.
Michael Busby and Sheri Riddle wun the
executive/rnanagerial/proressional category.
Orville Herndon and Ginn Winchester were
the winners at-large.

Racers Run for scholarships
The Office QfRecruitment will host the Racer
Run on Tuesday.
Tbe event is a one-mile fun run/walk on cam·
pus. It is a non-competitive event and proceeds
will benefit student book scholarships.
Registration begins at 4 p.m. in the Curris
Center Dance Lou1lge.
The entry fee is $10 and includes a t-shir:t. The
race starts at S p.m.

Student gets NDSEGFellowsbip
Eli Hooten, senior from Bruceton. Tenn .. was
,awarded The Nati(mal Oefcnse Science and
Engineerin~ Graduate Fellowship.
The fellowship is "awarded to about 200
undergraduate and graduate students each year.
Those 200 are selected from about 3,500 appli·
cants.
The fellowship is intended for those pursuing
graduate• level study }cadi~ 'tO a 'Plt. ).),
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Jack Findley, senior from Jackson, Tenn. works in the history department of Pogue library.

Worth Shemwell, sophomore from Murray, works at the Currls Center Information Desk.

·Economy leads to jobs, not internships
Brittany Andrews
Staff writer
Students preparing to graduate or
looking for a summer job are undoubtedly worried about the current economic situation. Companies arc experiencing more budget cuts and layoffs, and
the national unemployment rate continues to rise, but students need not panic.
As the end of the semester nears, students .should not fret over summer
employment this summer; instead, students could follow the leading example
set by sophomore Sarah Deringer.
Deringer, a Secondary English Education major from Paoli, Ind., will intern at
Paoli Public Library in her hometown.
Deringer said she sent her resume to
the library even though they were not
offering an internship ~sition at the
time.
Deringer's persistence and willingness to work for free prompted the
library to create a position for her.

• tore

tllll'::t:

tvll)tl.-Sat. 7nnHSpm

Networking paid off for her as well.
She said she spoke to a fellow church
member on the library board, who put
in a good word for her.
Deringer said she wants to be a high
school libr arian, and working at a
library will provide her with experience
in her chosen field as well as an impor·
tant addition to her resume.
"It sounds like something fun to do
over the summer instead of sitting at
home cleaning house for my parents,
which is what I would normally do,"
Deringer said. "There aren't that many
jobs in Paoli, especially in the summer."
Deringer offered advice to other stu·
dents looking for internships.
Tht: current economic recession may
mak~ for fewer internships, but according to Deringer. they 'are still attainable
if you're willing to push for them.
"Work on your resume, ~ncfbe openminded to different oP,portunities,"
Deringer said "Students should be will·
ing to work in unpopular jobs and for

lower wages in order to gain valuable
experience."
Cori Heintzelman, junior Secondary
English
Education major
from
Louisville, Ky.. said she has been offered
internships after attending job fairs, but
plans to remain in Murray and ~ke
classes to complete her degree sooner.
Heintzelman said the economic recession has created fear and rumors of the
lack of jobs available, but students have
to be persistent when it comes to finding an opportun!ry.
"1 think that if someone really wanted
an internship there is not much stopping them," Heintzelman said. "Some·
times people lack the initiative to go out
and get them."
Heintzelman said she knows several
people interning this summer. She said
they simply had to put in the effort and
work to fmd those internships and apply
for them.
Brittany Andrews can be reached at
brittany. andrt.•ws@murraystate.edu.
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Golf teants cotnpete in;
OVC chantpionships

Photo& courtesy of

Junior Chris Griffin walks the course in the first round of the men's OVC tourna·
ment Monday. Griffin finished In the No. 1 spot with a total of 221 strokes.

Women claim OVC title
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor

'

.

,Senior top-10 OVC finisher Bethany Yates swings In
ian Invitational earlier this season.

Golfing three strong rounds at the Crooked
Creek Golf Course in London, Ky., the Murray
State women's golf team won the program's
seventh Ohio Valley Conference championship, its first conference title since 2004.
"This was truly a team championship, you
can tell by the finishes," Head Coach Velvet
Milkman said. "And that's what it takes to win:
everybody playing steady golf. And eventhough we didn't have a winner of the tournament, it takes five strong prefol'mances to win."
The women jumped out to an early lead in
Friday's first round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament with a team score of312. They
continued to set an unbeatable mark for the
remainder of the tournament.
Battling strong winds in the final two rounds,
the Racers were able to mark scores of 319 and
321 in rounds two and three, respectively, for a
tournament total of 952 strokes. This earned
them an automatic OVC bid to compete in the
central region of the NCAA tournament May 7·
9 in Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio State University will host the meet to
take place at the Scarlet Golf Course.
"This is the first team in Murray State's history to go to the NCAA women's golf tournament by an automatic bid," Milkman said.
"This team is making history. Nothing can take
that away. If they fmish in top eight in the
regional match, they'll get to go to the national
championship."

Junior OVCAll·Tournament honoree Andrea Downer led the way for the Racers with a No.5 finish.
With each member of the team finishing
among the top 15 in competition, the Racers
were able to gain and keep control over their
OVC opponents.
Junior Andrea Downer finished at No.5 for
Murray State, earning her OVC All-Tournament honors. Downer shot rounds of 79-81-77
for a total of 237.
"I played rny best golf on the last day which
felt good," Downer said. "1 felt like I could contribute to the team on the last day. It felt great
to finish in the top five. This was a great way to
finish off the regular season."
With· rounds of78-79-91 and 76-82-81, respectively, senior Bethany Yates took the No.8 spot

with a total of 238 while junior Joyce Trus finished at No. 9 with a total of 239.
Freshman Morgan Cross wrapped things up
for the Racers with a total score of 242 strokes
after rounds of 79-80-83.
"We've got a lot of stuff going on with finals
and having to leave early," Downer said.
"We're going to practice hard. Our short game
is the key to winning at the next level We're
getting our games in shape and hopefully do
well in regionals. I'm very proud of my teammates, of what we've achieved and we'Ll do our
best."

Elizabeth johnson can be reached at
elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

No.2 men fall one stroke short
EU.zabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
After leading their competitors on the road to the
program's first conference title since 1991, the Racer
men let the win slip away to Austin Peay University by
one stroke in the Ohio Valley Conference Men's Golf Championship.
The team finished the tournament in Muscle Shoals,
Ala. at The Shoals Golf Course Wednesday, with
rounds of289-296-293F878. Murray State was unable to
keep out of reach of the Govs in their final round comeback, which was interrupted by two rain delays. APSU
shot rounds of 298-292-287 for a total of 877.
"Overall. we had a great tournament and were in theposition to win," Head Coach Eddie Hunt said. "We
played good in the last day, but Austin Peay had a hot
streak in the last nine."
Junior Jared Wolfe took the No. 4 spot among the
field of 45 competitors and was named to the OVC AllTournament Team after recording rounds of 72-7570"'217.
Tying for the No.7 spot, junior Chris Griffin and lone
senior Mitchell Moore shot scores of 72-73-76=221 and

l ____

72-75-74=221, respectively Nick Newcomb placed 13th
with scores of 73-73-77=223.
Murray State standout, sophomore Cameron Carrico
was disqualified in the second round because he signed
the incorrect scorecard after drawing a previous penalty. Carrico recorded a 73 in the first round and a fmal
round of 71. The penalty cost the Racers a 2-stroke lead
heading into the final round, making the difference in
the tournament results.
"It came down to the last part and we came up a little short," Hunt said. "But overall, we had a great year
You always want to win the OVC because it tops the
year for you. But I think winning five tournaments and
placing second in five of 12 tournaments this season
shows we had a good year."
,
Murray State's Hunt was named the OVC Coach of
the Year.
"Honestly, I was surprised," Hlffit said. "Since I've
been coaching in the OVC, the Coach of the Year has
always been from the winning team I think it shows the:
other coaches thought we were the best team throu~::
out the season.
~• • •

Elizabeth Johnson
can be
elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Living the Dream

. '. Wow! All I can say is that when I farst
• stepped into the Murray State News room
,tbis past fall, I never saw this coming.
·
As a freshman at Murray State, I was a
bit intimidated by the editors and other
staff members, all superior to me, running
around in the organized chaos that is The
.,N(!WS.

Ricky MartiD
Staff writer
Attempting to win their fourth
straight Ohio Valley Conference
series, the Murray State Thorough·
breds return home to Reagan Field
for a three-game set against the
Golden Eagles of Tennessee Tech
· tomorrow and Sunday.
"Every week we try to focus as
much as we can on ourselves.''
Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
"We feel like if we play well, we'll
have good results. We try not to be
that overly concerned with the
other team. We go out and control
what we have control over, which
is our own team and our own per·
formancc."
The Golden Eagles (22-18, 7-9)
have won four of their last six contests and are No. 6 in the OVC
heading into their weekend series
with the 'Breds.
Tennessee Tech is led offensive• ly by two ' underclassmen, sopho·
mores Chad Oberacker and A.J.
Kirby-Jones. Oberacker, a lefthanded pitcher/ outfielder, leads
the team with a .3S4 batting average, while Kirby-Jones, a frrst base·
man/designated hitter. leads Tennessee Tech with 13 home runs and
49 runs batted in. Kirby-Jones'
slugging percentage is at the top of
the team at 583 percent. as is his on
base percentage, sitting at .446 per·
cent.
The 'Breds (26-26, 8-6) are No. 4
in the OVC. They are returning
home after a four-game road trip
that sent them to Morehead State
University for a three-game series,
and to Nashville, Tenn. for a onegame showdown with Belmont
University.
With Wednesday's victory at
I Belmont, the 'Breds have won six of
their last seven games, after taking
two of three from Morehead State
this past weekend.
"You go into every series hoping
to win, and we've been able to do
that for three weeks in a row,"
McDonald said. "I feel like the guys
are playing well and 19/hh confidence. We hope to coot nue to play
well on weekends and finish the
season strong."
In the series opener against
Morehead State (15·25, 8·9), sophomore outfielder Elliot Frey stole
the show. He set a school record,
going 6-for-6 from the plate, with a
double, a home run and three runs
batted in, en route to Murray
State's 13-8 victory.
Junior catcher Jason Laws also

· . Fortunately, having overcome the fear
' , b<trriers, I feel as if I've learned so much as
a sports journalist in my two semesters
.working as a staff
· .wt'iter for The News.
' I'm one of a few
.college students who
, h~an brag about hav·
,i.ng the best seats at
I
"'
•
~every sporttng event,
.knowing the inside
I
scoop about an ath.lete's most recent
Elizabeth
' achievement before
Johnson
he/she even knows,
1
Sports EditQr
,getting paid to attend
·. Jhe Ohio Valley Con, ..ference tournaments or having the oppor·
~..tunity to eat pizza with the football team's
:,head coach every Monday.
;: • In my last year of high school, I stum•l bled upon the same obstacle every senior
.must face: making the decision of where
' pnd how to spend the next four years of
··P\Y life.
~t a young age, I went through the occu• .,Pations which I wanted to pursue, includ. ,ing a lawyer, a doctor and a Wal-Mart
• g~eeter.
~ •.~ little did I know, my favorite past time
~ of watching the Atlanta Braves with my
:. dad would influence my future so drasti·
•. calJy.
· : '' Every game, I would look forward to the
EA sports break in which Erin Andrews,
.. yes, ESPN's Erin Andrews, would com• . rocntate a highlight reel of every other
. MLB game in the nation.
· Andrews was the first female who was
.. qot an athlete 1 ever associated with the~ ~ ~brld of sports. And because of her, I
'' .,k,ncw that I too, could make it in the world
qf sports media.
1
:"~ ?nee deciding that sports journalism
was the career path on which I wanted to
,.bt?, I decided that I should go to Western
• . K,entucky University to be a part of their
well~publicized journalism program, but I
. c~uldn't make myself spend my next years
so close to my home in Logan County.
~ . · During my college search, I talked with
. f9rmer Assistant Sports Editor Tim
. MacAllister, who had graduated from my
high school a year ahead of me.
.' A staff writer for The News, Tim '""
:·encouraged me to consider Murray State,
'' ..promising" me a job in the sports section
• {or this year.
•
. · . Eventually, I made the decision and
• (ound myself dumped at the door of Eliza·
1
. beth College, entering a whole new world.
· Although I had been in touch with my
, ~Pyf!decessor, Alison Mugler, via Facebook
, over the summer, I thought the Murray
• :~tate volleyball player would be a little
less than fond of me.
· . · . Fortunately, us females have bonded
· :Well and taken control over the testos·
tcrone coming from the sports section.
Unfortunately, Alison leaves me once
· . again with my two favorite people: Ricky
Martin and Greg Waddell for next year.
, The three of us are loolting to create
' ,some changes in the upcoming year, the
~ ,biggest being the coverage of intramural
,.sports.
· Next year, The New~ sports section will
· consist of Murray State athletics, columns
··;written by Ricky and Steve Miller and the
.infamous Pick 'em, as well as an intramur·
·:it scoreboard with results and interesting
,statistics of that week's games. Full stories
,of intramural games will appear on1ine at
, t'benews.org while some are published in
- 1the print edition. And as the boredom of
' summer begins to set in in a couple of
. .months. I promise to brainstorm even
· more ideas for next year.
So. here I am, living my dream in sports
journalism, transforming from the shy,
awkward girl in the back row of press conferences with coaches and athletes to the
new Sports Editor of The Murray State
News.
Here it goes.
I

• w

..

..

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at
elizabetba.johnson@murraystatc.cdu.

Melis5a DcYoung!The NPWS

Sophomore outfielder Elliot Frey leads off first base in aqame earlier this season. Frey set a school record when he went 6-for-6
with a double, a home run and three RBis in Murray State's 13·8 win over Morehead State last Friday.
had a good day offensively going 2·
for·4 with a triple, a home run and
a career-high six runs batted in.
Junior right-hander Chris Cray·
craft (7~2) picked up the victory,
giving up eight runs on 10 hits and
seven strikeouts in seven innings.
Craycraft allowed only one hit and
didn't give · up any runs over the
final four innings.
In the second game, the 'Brcds
won in comeback fashion, scoring
six runs in the top of the seventh
inning on their way to a 9-4 victory.
Freshman infielder Jonathan
Craycraft tollected three hits in the
ballgame, while Laws and junior
outfielder Daniel Hill each had two.
Hill hit his team·leading 13th home
run of the season in the top of the
sixth inning.
Junior left-bander Daniel Cal·
houn (9-1) picked up his ninth win
of the season, allowing four runs,
two of which were earned on nine
hits. Calhoun had four strikeouts
in his seventh complete game of
the season and remains just one

win off the national lead held by
Kansas State's A.J. Morris and Arizona State's Mike Leake, who both
have 10 wins.
The 'Brcds dropped the series
finalt.• 18-9, when the Eagll·s opened
up with five nms in the first inning.
Murray State was ahlc ro regain a
short-lived lead in the top of the
fourth inning, but the Eagles
regained the lead in the fifth inning
and took full control in the seventh.
Junior right-handed pitcher Marc
Harmon (2-2) took the lo~s for the
'lkeds; after allowing nine runs,
ffl·c carnt!d, on six hits in five
innings.
On Wednesday. the 'Breds trav·
t!led to Nashville fnr a one· gamc
face-off with the Belmont Univcrsi·
ty Bruins.
ln the 12-3 victory, the 'Brcds
squared off the se:1son series after
falling 4-3 nt horne to the Bruins on
April15.
"The team played real well and
got out to a great· sta rt with good
hitting," Mc Donald said. "The

Williams invited to Tampa
Bay Bqcc3neers mini-camp
Tim M acAlllster
Staff writer
The eighth worst tackling team in the Nation·
al Football League picked up the number one
tackler in the Football Championship Series.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers have picked up
former Racer linebacker Nathan Williams.
Last season, Williams garnered 179 tackles and
was named the Ohio Valley Conference defensive player of the year. Named a member of the
Walter Camp Foundation All-America team,
Williams was awarded numerous accolades. The
linebacker was also a first team selection to the
Associated Press and Sports Network teams.
Williams is currently attending a . three-day
mini-camp with the Buccaneers and is attempting to make the team.
"I am very excited about this opportunity,"
Williams said. "I fought hard to put myself in
position to play in the NFL. Now that I have the
chance, it is up to me to prove that I belong."
In his final season with the Racers, the linebacker not only set the single season record for
tackles, but 13 of those were for loss, eight were
sacks on the quarterback and he tallied his first
interception.
,
The Buccaneers missed the playoffs last year
and have restructured their organization with an
overhaul of the roster and a new coach.
Williams is the second Racer in two years to
be invited to an NFL camp. Last year, former

Rid Burrefo!The News

No. 23 Nathan Williams celebrates with teammates after last season's 41-7 win over Lambuth University.
wide receiver Rod Harper was invited to Green
Bay Packers camp, but did not make the team.
In 2004, Williams sustained a stress fracture in
his pelvis and later tore his ACI. during the 2007
season. Despite suffering two season·cnding
injuries. Williams fought through the S\~tbacks
and provided an anchor on the Racer dl'fense
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whole evening we continued to
play well and increased the lead
gradually. We got a few runs in
most of the innings and our pitch·
ing kept (Belmont) down."
In his first start at Murray State,
junior right-handed pitcher Seth
McFarlin got the win. giving up
only one run on three hits in his
three innings on the mound.
Junior first baseman/designated
hitter Wes Cunningham tallied
three RBis while sophmore outfielders Zach Noonan and Frey
combined for a total of six .bics and
four runs.
Senior third baseman Tyler
Owen recorded the school's second
inside-the-park home run against
Belmont in the two seasons Murray
State has played the Bruins.
Murray State will play a doubleheader tomorrow, with the first
game starting at 1 p.m., followed by
a 4 p.m. tilt. The series finale will
start at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
Ricky .Martin can be reached at
richanl.martin@murraystate.edu.
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last year. He also became the first Murray State
athlete to be a Buck Buchanan finalist.
"Wc are thrilled for Nate," Head Coach Matt
Griffin said. "He is very deserving and I am sure
he will tnkc full adv:mtagc of this opportunity."
Tim MacAJJistcr can be reached at
timothy.macalli.'itcr@murraystate.cdu.
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The Great

Outdoors
Luring in the Prize

Sophomore Katelyn Jones (left) and sophomore Amber Mills (center) compete in events at WKU last week.

: Track, field ready
~for championship
•
• ; Greg WaCldell

The event, which was not scored. presented
, some obstacles, Chavis said, and winning took a
backseat to preparation.
A wcl•k after breaking four school records and
"We wanted to see our athletes compete in
particular events, but they didn't run their norcapturing 11 first place finishes. thinbrs faded hack
to normal Saturday for Murray State's track and
mal gambit of events," Chavis said. "We had two
field team.
different reasons for running the last two meets.
The women traveled to Dowling Green over
Winning wasn't an objective because it wasn't a
the weekend fl>r the Wes tern Kentucky Universcored meet, and also stretching our athletes the
sity Invitatio nal and did not leave disappointed.
weekend prior to our conference meet wasn't
The team collected two top linishes in the last
something that we were wanting to.do either."
tunc up before the OVC Outdoor ChampiSophomore Katclyn Jones and junior Taylor
onships.
Crawford led the way for the Racers, as each
The championship is today at Eastern Kennotched a win.
tucky University and matches the Racers against
Jones did her damage in the 3,000-meter
the top teams in the OVC.
steeplechase, recording a time of 10:59.36 to
claim the top finish. Crawford continued her
HeaJ Coach Dereck Chavis said he was
string of success in the 800-mcter run, finishing
pleased with his h.•am's performance at WKU,
even though the wc;tther left a lot to be desired.
with~~ time of 2:18.82.
"It was the hottest m<.>et of the year and also it
Chavis said thl· event provided valuable expewas very windy," Chavis said. ''Those presented
rience for both women.
their own challenges, but even with those condi"They were good wins," Chavis said. "It just
lions I think we still had some really good pergave Katelyn nn opportunity to be able to compete in the ste<.>plcchasc before the conference
formances. Ot was) just another good benchmark
meet and also Taylor to be able to run one fast
for us to be able to utilize for this upcoming
weekend's conference meet."
800. They were able to get out of their races what

• Staff writer
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Freshman Kayla Crusham clears the steeple and water
obstacle at the WKU Invitational last week.
we were hoping they would get out of it."
Several other Racers had admirable showings.
Sophomore Brandy Williams set a season best in
the 400-meter dash (57.91) for a No.3 finish while
freshman Lexie Barr and senior Alicia Tempel
tied for the No. 2 spot in the pole vault with
vaults of 10'11.75" (3.35m).
With a toss of 47'07.00" (14.50m). senior
Shameka Dial placed No. 2 in the shot put and
No. S in discus with a throw of 129'11.00"
(39.59m}.
Competing in the triple, freshman Bernith
Charlestain rounded out the field for Murray
State, finishing No.2 with a distance of 36'05.75"
(ll.04m).
"I think this is probably the most focused that
I've seen our team," Chavis said. "I think with us
having a taste of what it's like to be in the top
echelon of our conference that we're, as a group,
looking to go out and compete even better for
our outdoor season. I think we're a stronger outdoor team than we arc an indoor team and I'm
really excited to sec our ladies get out there and
compete."

Greg Waddell can be reached
gregory. waddcll@murraystate.edu.
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Equestrian team

competes in
national contest
Staff report
Five members of the Murray State equestrian team traveled
to Tennessee last weekend to compete at nationals, the most
prestigious event in the Intercollegiate Horse Show Association.
The event brings the top riders from the 29 regions and nine
zones across t_he United States and parts of Canada to compete
in a four-day horse show.
Senior regional high point riders Callie Edie and Samantha
Erwin were national finalists in their individual championship
rounds.
Edie has competed aJI year in rail work and reigning while
Erwin participates in jumping and open flat events.
Sophomore Ashley Eggersdorfer went up against Erwin in
the hunt seat open flat division.
Eggersdorfer was a national finalist in the intermediate over
fences division and took the No. 3 spot while Erwin placed
No. 10 in the open flat competition.
On the stock side, junior Alyssa Vieth earned a No. 5 flnish
in the intermediate division. In the walk/trot division, freshman Madeah Daubert finished at No. 9.

Recent warm weather has the water
temperatures creeping into the high 60s.
Dedicated bass anglers know that means it
is time to break out the top-water lures.
The sight of a bass leaving the water to
ambush the steady chug of a plug or the
plop-plop-plop of a waking buzz-bait 'is
what most anglers
consider the defining
image of the sport. .
The time for t,opwaters extends from
now until the fall, so
the lure must be a staple in an anglers arsenal of techniques
Steve
throughout most - the
year.
Miller
Even with all the
Outdoor columnist exposure to top-water
fishing, it never gets
old, but mistakes are routinely made, limiting the strikes or successful landings of
surface striking bass.
The number one error happens wlien
anglers attempt to set the hook.
·
Unlike most other lures. all top-water
strikes are visible and not felt through the
rod. Anglers get trigger happy when they
see the flrst sign of a ripple, and often pull
the bait away before the fish has it in its
mouth. This reflex is completely natural,
so you must train yourself to wait until
·
··
you set the hook.
Putting too much power behind a hoo'kset is lesson number two. Most top-water
bites are violent lashings, and all hell ~ud
denly breaks loose on the serene surface.
Most anglers think they need to m~t
violence with violence, so they put all the
muscle they have into burying the hooks
only to have the lure come screaming
fruitlessly out of the water. Not only does
this often result in the hooks being pulled
from the fish's mouth, but it drastically
reduces the chance for a second strik~ if
the fish misses the first time.
• ·'
Both of these mistakes can be remedied
with one solution: wait until you feel' the
weight of the fish to set the hook in a controlled and firm manner.
By waiting, you ~e sure, the fish h'as a
hold of the lure. If it doesn't take, you'can
resume a natural bait presentation. A bait
jerked from the water looks unnatural to a
bass, and they will frequently give up on
following it.
' ''
Often. if you resist the urge to rear back
on a missed strike, you can get fish 'to
come back and fmish the job.
-' '
Another error concerning top-warer
lures is when anglers opt for different
lures. We have been programmed that the
best or only time to use a top-water ls :at
dawn or dusk. While this may be appt.opriate in July or August, it is not necessaty
during May and June. You just need to
focus on areas that provide shade from 'the
..
sun.
'
Boat docks, vegetation and trees are
definitely midday bass hangouts where a
top-water cannot be dragged along without receiving punishment from a reactive
bass.
A bait such as a plastic frog, Pop-R or
chug bug can be slowly twitched past
these ambush areas to provoke vicibus
strikes. Get the lure as close to the shaded
areas as possible. Tailor your tactics
throughout the day, and you can have
great action on top-water all day long:.·
Let me recap by repeating these tips
once more, because they are often forgotten in the excitement of the moment. ·'
Wait until you feel the fish on the line to
set the hook in order to avoid pulling the
bait away from the fish before it's hooked
or with too much force that the hook pulls
free.
'
Go with the mind-set you arc fishing a
crank-bait, and only steadily applied pressure is needed for today's superior sharpened hooks to anchor.
•
With crank-baits, we now use rods
designed to prevent the angler from t~'ar
ing the lure away from the fish by pulling
too hard. The softer actions will actually
cushion the hook set.
·•
Treating that top-water like a crank-bait
will have you yelling "He missed it!" less
and "Get the net!" more.
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•• Senior regional high point rider and national qualifier Callie Edie represents Murray State In an individual championship event round last weekend.

Junior Alyssa Vieth (left) placed No.5inIntermediatehorsemanship and
senior Samantha Erwin (ri9ht) took No. 10 In the open flat division and
was na~ed a national qualifier for her performances this year.

Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murrayststc.cdu.
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Asbanti stars la 'The Wlz'
Ashanti will make . . - - - - - - - .
her stage debut this
summer as Dorothy
in a revival of ~The
Wiz.",
T he musical runs
' June 12 through July
5 at New York City
Center as part of its
' "Encores! Summer
•Stars" series .
•• · "The Wiz" has a
Ashanti
: book by W illiam F.
• Brown and a score
by Charlie Smalls.

· Montag and Pratt legally married
Heidi Montag and Spencer Pratt made
• their union legal Saturday.
: A spokesman for the couple says the
' reality TV stars were legally wed during
a ceremony at a Pasadena church filmed
byMTV.
! Spokesman Rick Rhodes said Satur• day's wedding was "100 percent legal."
' Montag and Pratt announced their elope• ment on a magazine cover in November
but later acknowledged the impromptu
Cl'remony they had in Mexico was symbolic and not legally binding. The couple
• appeared before a deput)' commissioner
at a Bevet"l}' Hills courthouse in December, but didn't say "I do."

Parker and Broderlc~k~~~~~~
Sarah
Jessica
Parker and Matthew
Broderick will be
taking on new roles:
parents of twin
girls. The couple is
expecting
twins
through a surrogate
pregnancy, representatives for the
couple said Tuesday.
·
Parker :md Broderick "arc happil>·
anticipating
the
birth of their twin
daughters later this summer," said a statement from the publicists. "The entire ·
fam ily is overjoyed."
The couple has a 6·year·old son; James
Wilkie Broderick, and will mark their 12th
weddi ng anniversary next month.
Details about the surrogate or her pregnancy were unavailnble, the publicists
said.

j

Students rehearse 1'he Chair' by Eugene lonesco, directed by David Balthrop. The absurdist piece focuses on an old man and woman preparing chairs for the arrival of guests.

Edge Festival showcases varied genres
Ch arlotte Kyle
Features Edit,lr

.

The last theater production of the year cannot
be described using one genre, but rather by
using one wurd: edge.
The Edge Ft.•stival consists of six per formanccs: "Ad Withuut Words'' by Samuel Tli.·ckett directed by !.iss a Graham:" I he l.;1dy of l.ark
spur Lotion" by Tcnucssl:'c Williams, directed h y
Angi Hanan; "Thl' Chairs" by Eugcnl' lonesl'u
directed by David B11lthmp; The Dada Experiment :md two dam·c perfllrmances.
The D;~da Experiment features a style of at I
which "basi<:ally makes flm of theater and mak1..-s
fun of art," C.1ra Ml'llllgh. SL•nior fro1n Me mphis.
Tenn.. said.
"Usually art stands for a messa!'C, Dadaism is
anti-message," McHugh said. "Art has a csthctit~.
Dadaism is anti-aesthetics. Art has histor)',
Dadaism is anti·history. Art is nbout future
implications, Dadaism has none."
McHugh said it began as an anti-arl movement
and a rebellion during World War I. The taylc
features either no costumes or costumes rnade
from trash.
Ashlan Stephenson. sophomore from ~n!cm,
Ul., said she auditioned for the piece because of
its unique quality. He cause of the l'mall audience,

Stephenson said the experience would be invig·
orating.
"The people who arc there definitely w:mt to
be there,'' Stephens0n said.
Lauren Cecil, senior from New Albany, Ind.,
plays Mrs. Wirc in "The L1dy of l.mkspur
Lotion." Set in the late 30s, the 15· minute play
l'ellh.rs nn a brothel's landlady trying to collect
1 cut. The tenants include a prostitute who
hr!icves she receives ht•r money from a plantation and a man who insists he is a successful
authllr.
Not typically a fan of Williams' plays. Cl·cil
Eo:tid ~he enjoyed working on this production.
" It's bl'en a reallr neat experience to approach
n huw that is n stark cuntl'aSI to the last show
wl· did," Cedi said. "J'm typtcally more drawn to
comedies."
Cecil .said H:man, who teaches a movcmt•nt
cl.lss. knew .she wanted to do a pi<•cc with the
three graduating seniors from the beginning
movement clas~.
"She wanted to get us prepared for the real
\\ orld," Cecil said.
With her last Murray State production before
gn1duation approaching, Cecil said rcalitr is
starting to hit.
"My reality is nothing like Ohl~ ~:hnral·ters'),
but I can definitelr rclaw to the economic ~tancc

this play is coming from," Cccil s:Jid.
,
Matthew Collins, senior from Marion, Ky~
plays the author character in the productio(1.
Cullins said the character suffers frum alcohl)lism nnd bipolar di~order.
,
The play went deeper into the subtcxt, rather
than' accepting characters at face value. Collin~
said he hopes the audience will leave understanding that message. He said tht· pil•cc is not a
fcel-gotld experience.
"Audience members won't know whether .to
laugh because they feel so uncomfortable J.lr
walk out bec;1use they feel so uncomfortable,"
Collins said.
.
Hccau~c the Edge Festival occurs in a smatrcr
space, Cullinc; said the performances feel tnote
int imatl'~

"With larger shows I often feel discunnccte4
from the audience In make sure I maintain th~
world on the stage," C(lllins said. "'l'his is a neW
experience for me. This is the fir~t time J've performed in this space."
The Edge Festival runs 7:30 p.m. today atl~
Saturday in Wilson Hal1310R. Tickets arc $5 fot
gcnerul admission. students attend free witq
RucerCarJ. The show is recommended fot
mature audiences only.

Gfrarlotte Kyle can be
c1Jorltltte.kyle{ii•murraystate.edu.
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Hulu offers ABC programming
The Walt Disney Co. is taking a stake in
· H ulu.com. This means titles from The
• Walt Disney Studios library of films and
: full-lengt h episodes of ABC television
, shows will join the online video site.
Disney joins NBC Un iversal, News
· Corp. and private equity firm Providence
Equity Partners, who own Hulu in a joint
•,venture.
• Disney said Chief Executive Robert
lger, Disney/ ABC Television Gr oup President Anne Sweeney and Kevin Mayer, a
Disney senior vice president, will join
,• Hulu's board.
' Financial terms were not disclosed .

....

,.

, Applegate on 'Most Beautiful' cover
A smiling Christi• na Applegate graces
the cover of People
magazine's "Most
Beautiful" issue.
Applegate,
37,
i: recenrly
battled
:"' breast cancer. The
~ "Samantha Who?"
; actress had a double
mastectomy
last '---~---.
July and 1 reconChristina
structive surgery
Applegate
months later.
The annual "Most
Beautifu l" issue features 100 famous
• faces, including Michelle Obama, Zac
Efron and Cindy Crawford posing without makeup. It hits stands today.

.. Father of Spears' baby la car accident
:: Casey Aldr idge. the father of actress
: Jamie Lynn Spears' baby, and two of four
' passengers in his vehicle were thrown
from his 2008 Ford F-250 pickup when it
rolled over in Louisiana, state police said
-.Monday. No one in the truck was wearing
: a seat belt.
:. Trooper Mark Den nis said Aldridge, 19,
suffered moderate injuries.
Dennis said the truck went off the right
. side o f the highway and into a ditch. overcorrected, ran off the left side of the high• way and flip ped at least once.
•
•• Aldridge is the father of Maddie Briann
!.Spears, born last June. Spears. 18, is the
' star of the Nickelodeon series ~zoey IOL"

..
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Aaron Krueoer. (left), sophomore fromCampbell Hall. N.Y.• practices movement In an early rehearsal. Lydia :.
Davis, (above). senior from Nashville, Tenn., and Lauren Cecil, senior from New Albany, Ind.• rehearse 'The Lady·
of Larkspur Lotion.'
••

·:

Alumnus raises money, participates in triathlo~:.
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor
A l.SOOm swim, a 40k bike ride and
a lOk run. Physically challenging and
mentally exhausting, but one Munay
State alumnus is determined to beat
the course nod raise money for a
good cause in the process.
Josh Ricks. Murray State alumnul>,
will participate Julr 26 in the Nautica NYC Triathlon. Ricks will raise
moncr for the Leukemia & l.ym·
phoma Society, a cause he s.1id tw
picked because of cxpcrienct•s nt
Murray State.
Ricks said he will participate ln
honor of Hombra Dennis, a Lambda
Ch1 Alpha alumnus and leukemia
survivor, and Susan Green, an Alpha
Delta Pi alumna nnJ lymphoma survivor.
"I have a personal connection to
these bluud cancers nnd find
extreme motivation through (Dennis) and (Green) to meet and cxccl•d

the challenge... ahead - both physic;llly and philanthropically," Ricks
wrote on his teamsintraining.org
fundrrusing page. ''11tey are the real
heroes on our team_"
Because of these alumni, Ricks
said Murray State seemed like a good
place to hold a campaign. Ricks con·
tactcd Greek organizations on cam·
pus tl) help rais e money for the
cause.
Ricks sa1d the Lambda Chi's
teamed up with Sigma Phi Epsilon to
lu1st a pttrty la.;t week, raising $1,000.
Though <~ RockHan<.l competition
was scheduled l1l c:oinciUl' with the
party. scheduling cunt1icts canct•llcd
the l'\'l'nt.
l{icks, who works with MTV Net·
works. origin:tlly .acquin.•d tickets to
the MTV MtiVie Awards as a raffle or
auction prize in addition to a RockBand bundle and tickets to David
Lenerm.m. As of now. Ricks said he
docs not know how to incorporate
these prizes into his fundraising.

"Mayhe we were · too ambitious
"It's very team-oriented and helps
with where we wanted to go with the you be accountable," Ricks said.
event," Hicks said. "We had great "People are thl·re mcntoring you.
ideas, great incentives, great ways to coaching you every step of the war.
integrate the MTV brand and get It's gmeling sometimes, but it'll dcli·
alumni inVlllved, but sometimes life nitely be worth it in the end."
throws you a curveball and you have
According to teamintraining.org.
to phty it. It still worked out and we 380,000 participants have traineJ
have $1,000, and that was the goal all with the Team in th(' past 20 yea6.
along."
The LJ_f) has invested more th~n
Ricks said when he told Dennis $600 million in research since 19.4!.>.
and Green about raising money for Those interested in learning m~'c
the U.S, they were excited fo1 him to about the Team, the LLS or how •to
get involved with the organization donate tu the cause can cht'\.'k Jut
. .
•,
and participate in the trialhlon.
' tcammtrammg.org.
:
"If you can't (support) monetarijy,
"They were like, 'You're doing a
triathlon? Arc you crazy?'" Ricks then do it w ith your time and wV.h
.snid. "Once I told them what it was your abilities." Ricks said. "Mayj:ic
for ;~nd what my goals were they not ev~ryone can do a triathlon, tt11t
were both on board (to help)."
(maybe) you could do a marathon t>r
To prepare fur the July event, a half marathon. Get involved sm1le
Ricks said he participates in Team in way, give back. It doesn't have to tlc
Training. Ricks said the group meets that you can give $100 or $50, ydu
Tuesdays to train fur the running, can just give your gift of scrvke," :
Wednesdays for swimming and SatCharlotte Kyle tan be reached bt
u rdays for biking and nrnning.
charlotte.kyle®murraysta tc.cdu. •!
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Comic book shops offer free titles
Cody Arant
Staff writer
This is a newspaper, so I
guess I had better go ahead
and say it.
r Economic crisis.
! There. ,f met my quota for
the month. I swear, the news·
· ·papers arc getting worse than
•DC Comics with all these
•aises. Before, there was the
housing crisis and the credit
.crisis. Before that, there was
the Infinite Crisis.
. All four of the nerds reading
this just chuckled. Of course,
they already know what I'm
about to tell you non-nerds.
Tomorrow is Free Comic
• Book Day (FCBI)).
. • .. According to freecomichookday.com, the first FCBD
· was held in 2002. It has since
•· become something of a nerd
• holiday, held on the first Sat- urday in May.
• · It is celebrated in much the
same way as any nerd event;
' ·people show up in costume,
vicious debates break out
• 'Obout who would win in a
· fight against whom (The Hulk
• would totally wear Superman
·' down after long enough). and
• a distinct smell forms after
• long enough. Oh, and free
stuff changes hands.
According to the FCBD

Web site, comic shops across
North America participate by
giving out certain comics
selected from the official
FCBO list.
Each store is allowed to set
their own policy on the giveaway. This year's free books
include an "Avengers" book
penned by Brian Michael
Bendis and a Green Lantern
"Blackest Night" prelude
penned by Geoff Johns.
FCBD is also a way for inde·
pendent comics publishers
(essentially anybody who isn't
Marvel or DC) to get the word
out about their books. For
instance, there's Red 5
Comic's "Atomic Robo and
Friends" sampler or Maerkle
Press's "Love and Capes"
Issue #10. FCBD lets wary
readers read a bit of a comic
they might not be willing to
pay for.
Murray's own G's Comics,
located at 605-B South U th St.,
is participating in Free Comic
Book Day again this year.
G's owner Garrick Crump
said he was excited about the
promotion. •
"Last year, Free Comic Book
Day brought in a lot of new
faces," Crump said. "We had
people who had actually never
even been in a comic shop
before. It was strange to hear,

because I kind of take it for
granted that people go to
shops. This year, we've tried
to advertise a little more within the community and hope to
get an even better turnout.''
G's has been open for two
years, since Crump bought out
the old shop, Warlor d's
Comics.
"I knew for a long time that
I wanted to run a shop but I
didn't think that Murray really
had the market for two comic
shops," Crump said. "At the
time, Warlord had more of a
focus on gaming. I wanted· to
sort of shift more towards
comics."
Crump said he initially lost
some business with the more
gaming-minded customers.
He has since tried to balance
gaming and comics. This
includes sponsoring. regular
gaming tournaments, which
draw dedicated fan bases.
Crump said the most popu·
tar tournaments are Magic;
The Gathering card touma·
ments, followed by Yu-Gi.Qh
trading card and HeroCiix
tournaments. Supplies for all
three games are sold in the
shop.
More recently, G's made an
effort to branch out by carry·
ing T-shirts. DVDs and collectible figu rines, including

some Japanese imports.
Crump said his favorite part
o f the job is getting paid to
read comics.
"I have a lot I have to keep
up on. which is good and bad,"
Crump said. "If you come in
and want to get something,
and you've got that twinkle in
your eyes, I'll do what I can to
sell it to yo~. But, if I've read it
and it is just flat bad, I'll let
you know. I'd rather lose the
$3 sale than stick you with
something you won't like."
Crump said he works with
customers by offering dis·
counts to repeat customers
and ordering things he doesn't
have in store.
Crump said G's is also a
Certified Guaranty Company
submission center, which
allows comic sellers to look
up the value of their comics in
a comic book pricing guide.
Many of the values are subjective, however: one person's
near-mint condition may be
another's very fine condition.
If you're a hardcore comic
book fan or just mildly interested, free comic book day is
the perfect chance to check
them out. Swing by your local
shop this weekend and see
what all the buzz is about.
,
Cody Ar.mt/The Ntc'WS
Cody Arant can be reached
at cody.arant@murraystate.edu. G's Comics offers titles from DC, Marvel and independent publishers.

:.Students encouraged to dress for success through fashion show
.

,,..

,· Jess Nail
• · Staff writer
. Many college students are
. clueless when it comes to
. · dressing for anything other
,• than class or frat parties.
• • , When it comes time for the
"real world," students are per.plexed about what to wear.
·Because pajama pants, T ·
' shirts, short dresses and tank
• •tops are not appropriate for
job interviews or business
functions, the Public Rela• tions Students Society of
:<·America (J>RSSA) held a fash• ion show to ~nform students
about business -appropriate
attire.
• • Brittany McGowan, senior

from Memphis, Tenn., was
one of the chairpersons for
the event.
McGowan said the fashion
show, held Monday in the
Large Ballroom of the Curris ·
Center, was free for students.
Canned goods were collected
at the front door for the Red
Cross.
Romane Goodlow, junior
from Jackson, Tenn., said
most of the models had three
outfits and there were five
categories.
"There was a man and a
woman that modeled clothing
for five different events:
interview, luncheon. cocktail,
business casual and what not
to wear," Goodlow said.

"There were fourteen models
in all, seven boys and seven
girls."
McGown said dressing well
is an important factor in succeeding.
"A lot of people go into the
business world not knowing
how to be officially dressed,"
McGowan
said.
"Your
appearance is the first thing
your employer is going to see,
and it will be a factor in
whether or not you are going
to get hired."
McGowan and other members of PRSSA did research to
determine what outfitS would
be appropriate for each cate·
gory.
"We did some research

For the men, business casu·
online to see what the busistudent from Jackson, Tenn.•
al included nice slacks with
was a model for the fashion
ness trends are now so we
button-down shirts. sweaters
based a lot of outfits off what
show. lewis said he was eager
or a polo. The women models
to help out I'RSSA and want·
we found online," McGowan
wore nice slacks and a nice
cd to help students decide
said.
blouse.
what to wear.
For the "What not to wear"
category, the models wore
The models were chosen
"You don't want to be too
based on their walk. personaldressy, but you don't want to
jeans. tennis shoe!'> and Tshirts.
ity and interpretation of busi·
be tou casual." Lewis said.
"For my first category, I was
McGowan said a suit or • ness attire.
knee-length skirt is preferred
"We wanted to pick people
in 'what not to wear,' and I
for the interview procesl'>, and
who had some kind of sense
wore jeans and a zip-up shirt
of what to wear in the busi·
and a do· rag with tennis
for luncheons. women shoul~
ness world so we could be
shoes; and that is completely
wear a nice dress or a blouse
confident in them picking
inappropriate.''
with slacks.
clothes," McGowan said.
tewis said he and the othe r
"For cocktail, we had men
in all black suits because, to
MThe models either chose
models bad fun_AAith the
me, cocktail says bfah,"
:1hings out uTt'fit.-f( oWh cllJfetr-" ~hi'ffg they w~J~nd he
McGowan said. "All the ]trls
or went to Cato's or JCPenenjoyed the cxponence.
wore really nice, all-black
ny's to get donated items.''
Jess Nail can be reached at
Treone Lewis, graduate
jessicu.nall(glmurraystate.edu.
dresses."

Boggess Self Storage 24/ 7
"A BETIER PLACE TO STORE"
1465 State Route 121 N
Murray, Ky 42071
Three minutes from Murray State and
across from the National Guard Armor y
Special -pay in advance
lOxl S for $1 25 for April 17- August 30 .

·View a.nd pay current billing statements through your myGa.te account.
-You are notified by e·mail when your bill is ready to view.
·Billing a.nd p~ent history is available for viewing throughout the semester.!
-You wlll a.lwa.ys receive the blli; no worry of bills getting lost in the mail.
· Easy, secure, convenient and fast!
-No more paper- environmenta.lly friendly!
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(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 270.753-8084

Pick up a copy
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Currls Center, Faculty Hall
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~= The Spirit' adaptation unsaved by brilliant visuals
'·

~:; Staff writer Cody Arant writes the
:;.= video game reviews.

Surfing:
Paying respects to
fallen television shows

snowballs later in the film . Just ... no.
There arc multiple anachronisms.
Everyone dresses and speaks as
though it's the 1950s, yet there are
cell phones :md the Internet. There
is no need for the movie to work so
hard to sell a period and then throw
some future into your face. It's just
jarring.
The dialogue is atrocious. Truly,
truly horrid. There arc moments
where it just feels like the actors are
painstakingly trying to recall every
word of a 3,000·word line because
they'll be electrocuted if they don't.
It's almost forgivable, because it fits
the sort of noir style of the movie.
However, it's still awkward, so it
falls flat.
Pretty much the only thing I
enjoyed was the visual style. I liked
"Sin City," and this is pretty much a
direct rip-off, so I guess it stands to
reason. The sort of nco-noir feel is
very ''in" these days, and this movie
has it in spades. However, just
because Frank Miller likes noir
doesn't mean he should usc it for
everything.
Essentially, it boils down to this:
Miller has gone soft. He was a
genius in his prime, that's doubtless. With "The Spirit," he waived
all rights to credibility. I'm going to
make an official statement on the
behalf of all nerd-kind right now:
Frank Miller is not to be trusted.
"The Spirit'' has a runtime of 103
minutes and is rated PG-13 for
intense sequences of stylized violence and action, some sexual content and brief nudity.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

....•

The nerd community tends to be
tightly knit. T here are definite
bonds of trust between nerds and
those who provide us with our
nerdery, particularly between the
.. reader and the comic book writer.
I Twenty years ago, Frank Miller
.;. earned the trust of the nerd com.;:munity by writing and penciling
~; "The Dark Knight Returns." the
• • book that introduced the dark and
:• edgy Batman that fans of Christo:• •pher Nolan's Batman films know
, ; and love. Coinciding with Alan
·; Moore's "Watchmen," "The Dark
::.Knight Returns" helped usher in the
:: so-called Iron Age of comics, a time
: known for grim and gritty stories,
t defined in part by Miller's dark,
, noir-influenced writing and visual
,-: style.
Unfortunately, Frank Miller
•• betrayed our trust with the Decem: •• ber 2008 release of"The Spirt." ·
:
Miller has writing chops. He
, helped to reform creator rights in
the comic industry. He's won Eisi;· ner Awards, Kirby Awards and Har• vey Awards, a big deal in comics, I
. promise. Miller's stuff makes good
movies. T hat can't be argued. He
wrote and penciled "Sin City," and
was co-director of the film version
with Robert Rodriguez. He wrote a
mini-series called "300" about the
battle of Thermopylae, which was
adapted into a solid film directed by
, Zack Snyder.
_. So. why? Why does "The Spirit"
suck?
First, the film is a complete
departure from the essence of the
source material. According to Will
Eisner's official Web site, willeisner.com, "The Spirit" began as a
comic strip that ran in newspapers
in 1940. When the burgeoning
comic book industry began to really
take off, newspaper publishers
wanted in on that action. They
. approached Eisner and "The Spirit"
' made the jump from the funny page
1

Charlotte
Kyle

Summer is almost
here, but before we
can fully enjoy the
warm weather we
must say goodbye to
the people we have
come
to
love
throughout the year.
Goodbye, Charlie
Crews. Stay golden,
Charlotte "Chuck"
Charles. Emerson
Cod, I think I'll miss

you most of all.
The summer marks the end of the regular television season, and ' May brings
announcements of renewals and cancelations. Unfortunately, many of the programs I have grown to love have not
Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com
received a new order. It is hard to ,c;ay
goodbye,
even if I knew the day would
1he Spirit' follows a detective turned vlqllante as he protectshis city.
come.
to the funny books. Influenced by
obsessed with tracking down one
NBC' has not officially announ:l·ed
the burgeoning film noir genre, · criminal. the Octopus. He never
their line-up, but I know on-the·bubblc
' "The Spirit" s::arved out a place of
even manages to find the guy. He
series "Life" is not going to make it to ·
attempts to infiltrate the Octopus'
its own, separating itself from other
next year. The hour-long drama folsmart-talldng detective comics such
base and gets caught.
lowed
the story of Charlie Crews, a cop
as "Dick Tracy."
T he only times he faces off
convicted
of murder and sentenced to
The Spirit, formerly known as
against the Octopus, the fights are
life
in
prison.
After 12 years, new evipolice detective Denny Colt, is
played for laughs. He, I swear to
dence
clears
Crews'
name, and Crews is
Loki, punches the Octopus until he
apparently killed on thl' job. Due to
given his life back, along with a large,
explodes for some unknown reason.
an enemy's experimentation, Colt is
undisclosed sum of money and a detecin suspended animation for three
Seconds later, the Octopus wraps a
tive
title.
days. When he awakens, he uses his
toilet around The Spirit. Ob, right,
Changing
time slots and little promoanonymity to do the things the
because the Octopus has those
tion
to
ultimately
killed "Life." Wnile
police can't and becomes the vigiregenerative abilities. Which makes
the
network
and
critics
loved the series,
sense, because this c riminal masterlante known as The Spirit.
NBC
faces
the
dilemma
of cutting five
The film follows much of the
mind's whole scheme is tied to findhours of programming to give to •Jay
same general outline. However, the
ing some magical ancient Greek
Leno who will take the 10 p.m. slot.
major departure is The Spirit is
artifact that might grant him
To go back to the school year comactually dead for some time and
immortality, which he already has.
parison, Leno is not ready to graduate-so
injected with magical chemicals
Basically, the plot sucks. Let's move
he is staying another year in school. I do
that give him Wolverine-esque
on.
not approve of this. especially when it
regenerative abilities, apparently,
The movie tries to be an action
will
prevent NBC from renewing great
flick. It shouldn't be, but let's say I'll
along with, super-strength and
programming.
enhanced agility of some sort.
buy into it. Every action sequence is
Fan-loved "Chuck" is on the bubble
played for chuckles. The aforemenIn the entire film, the costumed
Zero tickets: Save your cash
of this decision, but a gamebecause
detective stops ONE crime. A
tioned toilet bit. The Octopus
One ticket: Only if you're bored
changing
cliffhanger and a product-buywoman is about to be mugged, and
attacks The Spirit with a disembodTwo tickets: llorrow it from a friend
ing
fan
campaign
probably saved rhe
he beats the holy hell out of the bad
ied head at one point. The Spirit
Three tickets: Buy it immediately
Bartowski
and
friends.
•
guys. The rest of the time, he is
attacks a wave of minions with
Four tickets: A future classic
ABC cancelled a lot of their shows
early. "Pushing Daisies" a nd "Eli Stone"
fans have yet to sec the finales for those
~ programs;ilnd wh11 ABC has made
..,
plans to air the episodes on Saturdar
nights in the future, it comes too late.
I knew "Pushing Daisies" would not
Every other week The News w111 feature a prof1le of a Murray State student from a umque major.
1 make it past two seasons. It was too
tions, cruise lines, resorts and
the people you have classes with."
good for television. It was visually s.tun!".·Jess Nail
;; Staff writer
Many of the outdoor recreation
become recreation advisors.
ning with clever dialogue and fast·p~c~d
classes are profession- or activi"Recreation is a sea of opportu~:~
action.
:::
ty-based rather than lecture.
nity, there is a lot you could do
:..; Some may think all recreation
A piemaker who can wake the dead
~;; majors are si mply wanna-be
"We have a lot of classes dealwith the major," Podunajcc said.
with simply a touch? Combined wilk a
f;.: sports coaches or P.hysical educaing with programming. outdoor
"You have to be able to work one
money-hungry gumshoe and a dead~x
on one with people, love the outactivities, interpretation and an
~=: tion teachers. However, a major
girlfriend, you have the best crime ~lv
.,..:, in recreation offers many career
doors, be flexible because you
ing team ever. At least the series :Will
introduction to the business side
;: opportunities.
of recreation,'' Podunajec said.
won't t:-ver have a job that is 8 a.m.
live on through comic books.
·:
•
Chris Podunajec, senior from
Podunajec said the most diffi·
From early pilot descriptions, fans can
to 4:30 p.m. and you have to work
: • Lincoln, Ill., is an outdoor recrea lot of weekends. You have to be
cult part of his major is his senior
expect a handful of new doctor, tawY,er
::: ation major and hopes to work in
patient with your coworkers and
and police officer shows, as well a.i a
research projects.
·=:, a public park for an athletic
the people you arc recreating and
''In our senior-level courses we
few "economic crisis"·related s~tk~s
about people losing their jobs. Teie~i
you have to be a problem solver."
have to do research projects like
;:. department.
papers, surveys and Web s ite
;;, "I decided to major in outdoor
Podunajec said overall the out.sion is supposed. to be a fun escape (r~m
designs," Podunajec said.
door recreation program at Murthe real world - I would take quiij<y
::~ recreation because I like the out~
Many students majoring in outray State is a good program with
::.: doors and I enjoy sporting activicops and ~wkward piemakers ovcx!9}at
door recreation become park
~:; ties," Podunajec said. "I like that
quality professors.
harsh remmdcr anyday.
•: •
managers, do program directing
·;. outdoor recreation is a small
Jess N ail can be reached at Chris Podunajec, senior fromUncoln, Ill., Is an
Charlotte Kyle can be reached: :Ot
:·· major and you get to know all of
at park districts, large organizajessica.nall@murraystate.edu.
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
: ::
outdoor recreation major.
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FOR SALE: '95 Mazda
Proteg6 LX. Automatlc, air, heat, power
locks and windows,
CD player, needs
some work, $1 ,000 or
best offer. Call 502553-5940 If Interested.
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Student's family trains Derby thoroughbreds
Whitney Hartocl
Staff writer
Tomorrow, a handful o( the wo rld 's
fLOCSt equine .athletes will run for the roses,

..
::.
..

.: .
.....

•

.:~

and one student could witness these horses
run past the finish line.
Will Werner, senior from Louisville, Ky.,
is no stranger to thoroughbred racing. His
father, Ronny Werner, is a second-generation thoroughbred trainer who has prepped
horses for races across the United States,
including the Kentucky Derby. Will plans
to be a spectator tomorrow.
The Kentucky Derby, considered the
world's most famous thoroughbred horse
race, is held annually on the frrst Saturday
in May at Churchill Downs in Louisville,

J:..'Y.
Thoroughbred Secret Gypsy, trained by

Ronny, will run in the Gl Dispatch- the
seventh race tomorrow at Churchill
Downs, preceding the Kentucky Derby.
"Growing up around thoroughbreds.
anyone will tell you you've got to love
them," Werner said. "I consider them athletes."
Werner grew up in Texas where his family first trained quarter horses before his
father decided to switch to thoroughbreds.
In 2002. the Werner family moved to
Louisville, Ky.• to further pursue the racing
business. Werner's brother Rowdy serves
as his father's training assistant.
"Kentucky is where you have your good
horses, where you're going to make the
money," Werner said. "When I was in
junior high we moved our barn from Texas
to Kentucky since racing is much bigger in
Kentucky, and started picking up new own-

ers. Now we train from track to track."
During the summer and when he is not
playing football, Werner said he helps his
father train the horses. Werner said his
father is one of the only trainers that jogs
and breezes his horses.
"Once you get on a horse, you can feel a
lot more than you can by just looking at
them," Werner said. "We have our exercise
riders ride in the mornings and then jockeys will come in and work them. But mainly (my father) serves as a coach and sets up
workout regimens."
Werner and his family will spend this
summer training horses at Churchill
Downs in Louisville, Ky., Keeneland in
Lexington, Ky. and Saratoga Racetrack in
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. During the winter.
Werner said his bro ther and father plan to
travel to different racetracks throughou t

California and New Orleans. La.
Werner said the horse training lifestyle
involves seven-day work weeks, few vacations, and S a.m. wakeup calls.
He said the process of training and
breaking a thoroughbrl·d begins when the
horse is about two years old, when they can
lcgallr race.
However, Werner said horses are now
starting their racing careers later to prevent injuries.
"A lot (lf times young horses arc tuo
pampered and have too much protection,''
Wencr said. "So they're not guing to devel·
op with the same bone structure as other
horses who have been let out in pastures."
Werner's family has partial ownership of
about seven horses.
Whitney Harrod ca11 be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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Will Werner, senior fromLouisville, Ky., helps his father train horses.
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from the editor

Year in Review for the final adieu
The last paper in finally here
(the only true indication classes
are ending for those of us in the
newsroom), and what a year it
has been.
Not only has this year been
one of the most stressful and
challenging
years of my life but it has also
been the most
exciting, exhilarating, fun and
memorable - a
big part of which
is
due to this
,
fine publication
called
The
Murray State
Ashley
News.
We tend to log
Edwards
2008-2009
some late hours
Editor-in-Chief working to publish The News
every
Friday,
and more often than not we let a
few complaints slip here and
there. Now that those nights are

i

Ci

. over, however, I'm kind of sad.
As a graduating senior I'm facing what most of my peers are at
this monumental place in our
lives: The unknown. And the
unknown. while completely freeing and exciting, can also be a tad
bit scary. The result: Nostalgia.
And that is what this brand
new, never-been-done-before,
special section called "Year in
Review" is all about - looking
back over the 2008-2009 academic year.
We've seen new developments
happening on the main and
extended campuses, watched
enrollment grow, cheered Racer
athletes to OVC titles and getting
signed by the WNBA, crowned a
new Mr and Miss MSU and
revisited some of the best campus
traditions,
such
as
Homecoming, that make Murray
State the excellent University
we've all come to know and love.
You know Murray State is a
great place to be when the presi-

dent agrees to wear a Superman
costume and pose for the cover
of a special section - by the way,
thanks for being such a good
sport about that Dr. Dunn.
Year in Review is about capturing those moments - the ones
that tell the true story of college
life at Murray State.
We've collected some of our
favorite stories published this
year and re-printed them here
for your enjoyment.
The dates are the same, the
facts are the same but the memories are your own.
So I hope throughout the
course of these pages you are
able to look back at this year and
remember it fondly.
For seniors, this publication
may be memorabilia you choose
to save for a trip down memory
lane to re-visit your college
years.
And for those of you returning
next year, I hope it gives you
something to look forward to.
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Cautions high with more storms brewing following Hurricane Gustav
Story and photos by Rick Burres
Two million people fled for their
lives. I went to see why.
Hurricane Gustav slammed the
Louisiana shoreline and moved
inland on Monday afternoon. I left
Murray at 3 a.m. Monday morning
hoping to arrive in the area about the
time Gustav was predicted to come
ashore.
After driving all night I succeeded
in meeting the storm head-on and
suddenly found myself in survival
mode. The wind was blowing about a
hundred miles an hour at times and it
was hard to keep the ca~ on the road.
Trees were down everywhere and
pieces of them, along with other
unidentified flying objects, were
being hurled through the air at what
seemed like supersonic speed.
A mandatory evacuation left the
streets deserted except for police, the
occasional ambulance and yours
truly. Authorities seemed determined
to do everything in their power to
prevent another catastrophe like
Hurricane Katrina.

Baton Rouge, Morgan City and
what is known as the "I - 90 corridor"
southwest of New Orleans, were ravaged. These areas were not under
mandatory evacuation and I saw
many people hunkered down in their
homes.
Some residents said the damage
was worse than Katrina and a local
paramedic said emergency response
teams were having trouble reaching
those in need due to blocked roadways.
Residents who were evacuated met
me on the road when I headed back to
Murray Tuesday afternoon despite
being .advised to obey the evacuation
ordered by the Mayor.
Those who did make it back to their
storm-weary homes may not be there
·
·
long.
Meteorologists are currently
watching three other storms in the
Caribbean Sea.
Hurricane Ike, according to early
computer models, could also 'make
landfall in the area. It has the potential to become a Category 4 hurricane.

i
NEXT GENERATION'S MUSIC OJ'S
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Performing at
The Keg
on Friday nights at 9 p.m. and
•
•
pr1vate
part1es.
- - .;. ac .

r
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Call Brandon for booking
· at 270-348-4413.
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Two men outside Baton ROUQe. La., stop at one of the last operatiOQ gas stations on their way out
of town after the storm hit.
The beleaguered residents of
another massive storm in a matter
southern Louisiana may be breathing
days.
Rick Burres can be reached at
a sigh of relief in the wake of Gustav,
rick.burres@murraystate.edu.
but they could have to endure yet
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Technology boost planned
for Business Building
Mia Walters
News Editor
A technological boost to the
Business Building is the next step in
Murray State's progressing face-lift.
Tim Todd, dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs, and economics and finance professor David
Durr, started discussing a high-tech
Financial Services Center two years
ago, Todd said.
The center, which will have a fishbowl style and is planned for the 16th
Street entrance of the Business
Building, will have two plasma
screen TV's, 40 computer workstations and a real stock ticker visible
from 16th Street.
"The vision is to have a room that
will serve as both a high end computer lab for our students, as well as a
recruitment tool," Todd said.
The Financial Services Center,
which is projected to cost approximately $1.5 million, will have a naming opportunity associated with it
that will cover most of the cost, Todd
said.

"We're in conversations with one
particular company whose president
is an alumni of Murray State," Todd
said. "They have shown a lot of interest in being the main funders and
having the naming opportunity."
With financing almost in place,
Todd said construction will start after
graduation this May. The department
is awaiting the completion of plans
before other work can start.
· "There are three things that have to
· work,'' he said. "The room is currently an (interactive television) room.
The lTV could possible go to the
Business Building South where Copy
Express is. We're in discussion with
the dean of libraries and we're hoping
to move Copy Express to Waterfield
Library."
All six departments of the college
· of business and public affairs will
have access to the room, with economics and finance students having
priority, Todd said.
"The dream is through the Finance
faculty, as they focus on the stock
market and the trading aspect, but we
want to make sure that all depart-

Photo courtesy oi David Durr

This is a future projection of what the Financial Services Center will look like. It is planned for the
16th Street entrance of the Business Building.

ments are excited about it," he said.
"Finance would have first dibs, and
other departments would be able to
develop classes for it and use it as
well."
Finance and economics are constantly changing, junior Lauren
Allard, an economics major from
Louisville, Ky., said, and it is sometimes difficult to get the whole pic-

ture from a textbook.
"I think that if you're in a learning
environment where you have the
information as it's happening, you'll
have a better grasp of the material,''
she said. "Especially in the fmancial
world where things can be different
everyday."
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia.walters@murraystate.edu.

Greek organizations' enrollment on the rise
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

File phot<?

Members of a sorority celebrate In front of Lovett Auditorium followino the 2008 All campus Sing.
~--·-···---------·-

Greek organizations are often
portrayed in shows such as the
series "Greek" and the film
"House Bunny" as the typical
stereotypes, but more students
than ever are finding out just
what Greek life is really like as
enrollment in Greek organizations grows.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center and adviser for the
Inter-Fraternity Council, said
enrollment numbers aren't fmal
until initiation, but fraternity
participation is up by about 65
men.
On Sept. 2, 170 men from 11 fraternities received at least one
bid. Baurer said 110 is the highest
number of bids he's seen.
Ashley Sheikh, senior from
Paducah, Ky., and Inter-

Fraternity Council Rush chair,
said the fact enrollment is up is
due to efforts put fourth by IFC.
"One of the problems that we
were facing was that as our numbers got lower, we were blaming
outside sources ... (IFC) was
blaming everyone but ourselves
for the decrease in interest in fraternities," Sheikh said.
He said the attendance at
spring semester rush events
increased 20 percent, and this
semester they doubled to a 40
percent increase.
"The biggest thing was we
realized times were changing
and we had to change with it,"
Sheikh said. "If you see a
decrease in numbers you can't
blame outside sources."
''I'm aiming for 150 in the
spring because we're doing
advertising things we didn't even
do in the fall" Sheikh said.

The sororities on campus are
also seeing their numbers grow.
Julie Conway, senior from
Waterloo, Ill., and Panhellenic
Council Recruitment Chair, said
142 women went through sorority recruitment this fall.
"I think a lot of word of mouth
has helped," Conway said.
Sarah Farmer, senior from
Louisville, Ky., and Panhellenic
Council president, said the main
objective for recruitment leaders, of each Greek organization,
is to make sure students see the
benefit of sororities instead of
the stereotypes.
"I think there's a lot of opportunity there," Farmer said. "It
would mean that we can do more
things in the community and do
bigger things."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at asbleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Sorority holds 28th annual Mr. MSU pageant
KatyLogan
Contributing writer
Friday marked the first day of family weekend with the 28th annual Mr.
MSU Pageant, held in Lovett
Auditorium.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority hosts
the Mr. MSU pageant each fall to
raise money for the Arthritis
Foundation and the American
Juvenile Arthritis Association AOPi's philanthropic projects. This
year the sorority raised $86,000.
"The pageant is very beneficial," .
Mr. MSU winner Andrew Grassman,.
senior from Louisville, Ky., said. "I
mean, anything like that is good since
it helps raise money; Even if they
only give $50, that's $50 they didn't
have before."
Having a "Hairspray" theme and 16
competitors was entertaining for the
audience.
"I thought the pageant was really
upbeat and lively," Megan Prather,
freshman from Mayfield, Ky., said
"The guys did a really good job of
keeping the crowd entertained and
awake."
The pageant started off with an
introduction from AOPi's President,'
Ali Nance, senior from Mayfield, Ky.,
and the Philanthropic Chair and Mr.

MSU director, Robyn Ryan, senior
from Murray.
Karen McCuistion, employed in the
center for school safety in the college
of Education, and Ron Beaton, senior
from Kennett, Mo.. hosted while
alumna Kennette Jones. alumnus
Phillip Du Ventre and Carmen
Garland, special assistant to the vice
president for Student Affairs, judged
the contest.
Following the introductions were
the formal wear and talent portions
of the competition.
During the formal wear competition nominees were escorted on stage
one at a time by AOPi seniors.
Audience members laughed and
cheered as the show transitioned into
the talent portion.
The competitors showed off their
various skills by singing. dancing or
performing in skits or physical talents. Many audience members said
this portion of the show was their
favorite.
"I thought the talent portion of the
show was really funny and awesome
to watch," Courtney Terry, sophomore from Melber, Ky., said. "Every
single one of the guys was either really talented or extremely hilarious and
just funny to see on stage."
Although Mr. MSU served as enter-

flit' photo

Andrew Grassman, senior fromLouisville, Ky., wins the title Mr. MSU. This year's pageant theme
was inspired by the Broadway play 'Halrspray.'
tainment to students, parents and
community members, its main purpose was to raise money for arthritis
research. Reed Clapp, senior from
Fancy Farm, Ky., and frrst runner-up,
said it accomplished that goal.
"Mr. MSU is a great event for raising money for a charitable organization," Clapp said. "It's a highly anticipated event on campus, so the
response to give is generally good.
"It's a fun way to get to know new
people and I would defmitely do it
again considering I was in the

pageant my sophomore year as well,
and I wanted to place, so I definitely
accomplished my goal to be successful."
Although Grassman said he
enjoyed participating in the pageant,
he doesn't plan to compete in it again.
"My fl!st time I did the pageant, I
won third runner-up," Grassman said.
"I wouldn't want to win it twice in a
row and take away someone else's
chance."
Katy Logan can be reached at
kathryn.logan@murraystate.edu.

Women's softball hires first coach
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
The start of the softball program at Murray State
is one step closer to becoming a reality, as Athletics
Director Allen Ward announced the hiring of Jay
Pyron as the school's fl!st head softball coach.
"I am very grateful to Mr. Ward for the opportunity to build the softball program here at Murray
State." Pyron said in a news conference. "The pride
in Racer athletics was very apparent from the
moment I stepped on campus."
Pyron joins Murray State fresh off a stint as an
assistant coach at Campbell University in North
Carolina, where he helped lead the Fighting Camels
to an impressive season.
Serving as the hitting coach, Campbell aided the
team to its best offensive season in school history.
Campbell recorded the second most wins in a
season, had a school-record team batting average of
.287 and· broke 11 school records. They also took
the 2008 Atlantic Sun Conference Championship
cro~ and advanced to play University of North

Carolina in the frrst round of the NCAA Regional in
Chapel Hill, N.C.
Before his run at Campbell, the Keeling, Va..
native was a member of the coaching staff at North
Carolina State University. In his second, and the
team's third, season the Wolfpack claimed both the
Atlantic Coast Conference regular-season and tournament championships on their way to receive a
bid for the NCAA tournament.
The 2006 season at N.C. State was not only a success for the team. The coaching staff was named the
2006 Southeast Regional Staff of the Year by the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association.
The next year was strong for the Wolfpack as
well, as Pyron helped recruit the No. 16 ranked
recruiting class that year.
Pyron officially takes the coaching position on
Oct l, and on the second Friday of that month, he
will hit the road for a four week early recruitment
window. As far as a field for the Racers to play on,
Pyron and Ward are looking to the renovation of an
already existing field in Murray.
"A lot of that stuff will be decided this fall," Pyron

Jay Pyron was hired as the head coach of women's softball for
the 200HO season.
said "It will be a pretty long process. it's not going
to happen overnight."
The Racers are expected to begin NCAA competition in the 2009 season.
Ricky Martin can be reached at ricbard.rnartin@

murraystate.edu
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History makes for rich future
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
This year in Murray State
history is one to re~ember
as the University makes
strides in events. accomplishments, anniversaries,
• records, plans and establishments.
This summer, Murray State
launched its first YouTube
video endorsing campus programs, academic depart-

University
expands
with new
PMBA
program
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meots and athletic organizations.
The video link. accessible
through the University
homepage, was used as an
initiative for recruitment and
information guide for the
Murray State community.
"We wanted to provide
viewers with a fast-paced
online tour that peaks their
interest enough to come here
and see the campus for
themselves,"
Catherine

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
In an effort to expand
University enrollment and
expand outreach to the region,
Murray State has started a
Professional
Masters
of
Business Administration program in Madisonville, Ky.
Tim Todd, dean of the
College of Business and Public
Affairs, said University and
region will benefit.

-

Sivills, assistant vice president
for
Institutional
Advancement
and
Communications said.
The University made electronic leaps on the Internet,
but political leaps at the
Democratic and Republican
conventions in August and
September.
As the November presidential election draws near,
two
students,
Amber
DuVentre, graduate student

"This is an outreach program to enhance growth,"
Todd said. "1 think this is a
win-win for everyone."
Administrative assistant to
the Dean of the College of
Business and Public Affairs,
LaDonna McCuan, is the
director of the PMBA program. She said the program is
designed for the working professional.
"Classes are held on Friday
nights
and
Saturdays,"

May1. 2009
from Jackson, Tenn., and
Caroline Cash, freshman
from Fancy Farm, Ky., attended the Democratic and
Republican
conventions,
respectively, and blogged
their way through the action
providing commentary and
editorials.
Meanwhile, Murray State
administrators work hard to
fulfill University President
Randy Dunn's 12xl2 initiative.
Prospective enrollment
numbers expected to exceed
10,000 students and Murray
State ranked, for the 18th
consecutive year, in the U.S.

McCuan said. "In addition
there is some Web augmentation, like on Blackboard."
The PMBA program started
last week with 22 students
ranging in age from 25 to 45.
"1 think it's important for
people to realize that they arc
never too young or too old to
receive a good education,"
,McCuan said.
Robert McGaughey, adjunct
professor, is teaching courses
in advertising, public relations

News edition of America's
Best Colleges.
"The fact that we are
Kentucky's only public university to be listed in the
U.S.Ncws top tier for 18 years
is quite a statement about
our faculty, staff. and students," Dunn said.
While spreading awareness about rankings was one
of the historical aspect of the
year, the University remembers the flre at Hester
Residential College that
occurred 10 years ago.
Robin Phelps can be
reached at robinj.phelps@
murraystate.edu.
and communication for the
program.
"I think the major benefit is
we're going to have alumni in
(Ky.),"
Madisonville.
McGaughey said. "These people are going to be business
owners or work for the Trover
Clinic or at the GE plant. They
can give jobs to future Murray
State graduates."
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.
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Anatomy of an NFL
Senior takes
'comeback' to
new level
Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
After two year-ending injuries, a
majority of people would throw in
the towel.
Not many ·would become the
NCAA leader in tackles.
The man teammates now call
"grandpa," senior linebacker Nathan
Williams was in eighth grade when
he picked up his first football where,
according to Williams. he played just
two games that year for his school in
Michigan.
•
Williams moved to Murray and his
sophomore year of high school he
realized football was more than just
a pastime. Williams ended his high
school football career as an All-State
player, earning the title of an allWestern Kentucky Conference player as a defensive back and wide
receiver for Murray High School.
He was recruited to Murray State
following his 2002 season, the year in

which the Racers won the OVC
Championship. In his first year as a
Racer, Williams endured a 4-8 season
completing just seven tackles. He
played a majority of his time on special teams and defense.
"They won the conference championship the year before, and we had a
lot of players coming back." Williams
said. "That year things didn't go too
well."
Williams continued to improve
during his freshman season. but was
sidelined before his sophomore season with a stress fracture in · his
pelvis. Although some might consider this a career-ending injury,
Williams pressed on.
"After each injury, you have to
work harder," Williams said. "You
may not think your working out
harder but you are. You focus more
on the little things that you may not
have before that caused you to get
hurt. You have to work 10 times harder."
After receiving a medical redshirt
for the 2004 season, Williams said
he stepped up his workouts. After
working out with the team and doing
weight lifting, he would spend another two hours doing physical therapy.
The extra work was evident in the
2005 season when Williams led the
Racers in total tackles with 103, and
solo tackles with 72. He also finished

the season as the third leading tackler in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Although Williams' junior year
yielded more positive results, as he
led the OVC in tackles per game. he
was injured for the final two games
of the season.
Despite having his season cut
short, Williams was still able to finish with 100 tackles, 51 solo, 5.5 tackles for loss, three sacks and two fumble recoveries in just nine games.
His 11.1 tackles per game also made
him the seventh highest in the
nation.
Williams' biggest game of 2006
came against [ndiana State when he
recorded 17 tackles.
Prior to the 2007 season. expectations were high for the linebacker, as
he was a preseason Ali-OVC linebacker selection.
These expectations quickly culminated in the team's frrst game of season against the Louisville Cardinals.
In the second quarter, Williams' season came to an end suffering from a
torn ACL after recording seven
stops.
Williams was again stuck on the
sidelines watching his teammates.
Although some would find this discouraging, Williams said he found it
to be a challenge.
"In a weird way I enjoyed it,"
Williams said. "I'm a competitor and

everyday 1 had to come in and compete against myself. keep pushing
myself. I don't look at it as punishment I look at it as an opportunity to
come back I couldn't imagine getting
the opportunity to play football and
not take it.''
Williams has proven he is no
stranger to comebacks. He kicked off
the 2008 season as one of the elite
linebackers in all of college football,
amassing 86 tackles in just six games
thus far.
Williams also shares the lead in
single game total tackles with 23
against Illinois State.
Although he has the accolades that
many players may strive towards, he
has vowed to remain focused.
"Well. we have six more games this
season and that's all I'm focused on
right now,'' Williams said. 'Mer that
I'll take it where it comes, hopefully
I'll get a chance to play on the next
level but that's something I'll worry
about six weeks from now. We have
talked to some (scouts). rm just
looking forward to getting the opportunity."
Nathan Williams has waited six
years to show he is more than just a
player who has come back but a player who has shown why he came back.
Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timothy.macallister@murraystate.
edu.

Students gather to honor
alumni, Umversity history
Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
Last weekend, hotels and
spare beds were at a premium.
The parking lots were crowded and families roamed campus.
Murray State's Homecoming
"The Year of the Racer," went
offwithout a hitch. Sponsored
by the Alumni Association,
Homecoming is a highly anticipated event, both for the
University the community.
Homecoming kicked off earlier in the week with events
from the National PanHellenic Council for African
American fraternities and

,,,
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sororities. Including a cookout
and culminating with the
annual step show, the activities provided a number of
options for students.
While some participated in
the 5K run Friday evening, the
Homecoming tradition for
most students consisted of
stopping by Tent City then
strolling over to the football
game.
Tent City is one of the
largest events, drawing students, professors and community members to Homecoming
festivities.

Bee Feldhaus can be
reached at rebecca.feldhaus@
murraystate.edu.
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(Left) HomecomillC} KlllC} and Queen. Andrew
Grassman, senior from Louisville, Ky., and Sarah
Farmer, senior from Louisville, Ky.. are aooounced
before the oame.
Above) Murray State jockey, Brittany Brammeier,
senior from Okawville. Ill.• stands with Racer 1before
the oame against Tennessee Tech.
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Sun shining or rain
falling, life at Murray
State is anything but
ordinary . because the
students here are as
unique as the daily lives
they live.
Racer life is full of work,
fun, laughter, music,
movement, creativity,
habits, order, chaos and
•
memorzes.

'
Misty Hay~/The New;

(Above) University President Randy Dunn takes a shot at performlno the dally
duties of Student Government Association President Kara Mantooth. senior
from Owensboro, Ky.•durlno the 'President Swap' on Aprll2. While wottJno dill·
oently Dunn takes some time to work on his 'core' by balanclno on an exercise
ball.
(left) Students take cover under umbrellas
and rain coats while trudolno throuoh a rain
storm on campus this sprlno.

Melissa DeYoung/The News
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Melissa DeYoungtThe Ntws

Evan CoppaQe. graduate student from Hartford. Ohio County Kentucky State,
spends time with his pet red tail boa and pastel ball python.

Melissa DeYoungtThe News

Students In the Basic Horsemanship lea~ about basic horse care and English and western riding styles.
At 7:07 p.m. every Tuesday
night students gather at the
Baptist campus Ministries for a
worship service including
slnQinQ, music and prayer.

Courtney Crain/The News

A student
works on
painting a
project for
an art class.

Mi$1)' Hays/The Nf!Ws

Mi$1)' Hays/The News

Bradley James, freshman from Paducah, Ky., and Chien-thing Chia, English as a Second LangUIQe student from Taiwan, heat up the basketball court during a game of one-on-one at the Susan E.
Bauernfeind Student Recreation and Wellness Center.

Astudent takes time out to do a few laps
In the olympic-size pool located In the
Susan E. Bauernfeind Student Recreation
and Wellness center.

Melissa DeYoungtThe New>
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1-o victory earns Racers 1st OVC title

Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

Last weekend was a boost
for the Racer soccer team.
with two shutouts, claiming
Ohio Valley
its
first
Conference regular season
title and a victorious Senior
Day.
The Racers
defeated
Austin Peay at Cutchin Field
on Oct. 24, in a game of
Murray State domination,
winning 1-0.
Although the scoreboard
may not display domination,
the Racers outshot the
Governors, 23-6.
With a crossing pass from
sophomore mid-fielder Katie
Wilson to freshman midfielder Sophie Hargreaves
who headed the ball in for
the goal 17 minutes and 12
seconds into the game, the
Racers took the lead.
"I hadn't scored for ages,"
Hargreaves said. "It felt good
to finally put one into the
net. Winning for the seniors
made my day."
Murray State's strong
defense was led by senior
mid-fielder Melisa Curry.
and the strong offense kept
the ball in possession and

under control to fight Austin
Peay off for another shutout.
"We have five great senior
leaders," Head Coach Beth
Acreman said. "It was an
important game for us to
win. It allowed us to be No. 1
in the OVC. one of our goals
for the season."
In their last regular season
game at Cutchin Field, the
seniors led the way in the 4-0
shutout over Tennessee
Tech.
"Senior Day is something
special for us," Acreman said.
"f told the girls to go out and
play an enjoyable 90 minutes
of soccer. It was like a storybook ending for the seniors,
scoring three of the four
goals, as the regular season
comes to an end."
Freshman
defender
Veronika Pribyslavska was
the only underclassmen to
add to the Racers score on
the day, going one-on-one
with the Tennessee Tech
goalie for the point with
25:08 gone on the clock.
Senior co-captains Melisa
<::urry and Rebekah Clay tallied the assists.
At the end of the frrst half,
sophomore defender Audrey
Wilson passed the ball to

Clay, wtio lodged it over several defenders into the back
of the net.
"l feel like we've created a
legacy at Murray State," Clay
said. "After we beat SEMO
earlier in the season, I knew
we could go all the way."
Seniors Clay and forward
Krista Muilkens got a foot on
a crossing pass that Curry
deflected in for the goal with
80:07 gone on the clock.
"It's been a lot of work, getting to where we are," Curry
said of the Racers No. 1 rank
in the OVC. "We (seniors)
are the frrst five to get it
done. We've been working
with Coach for three years.
It's been tough, but well
worth it."
Muilkens added a point of
her own with a successful
penalty kick and just less
than five minutes left in the
game. Regardless of the celebration, photo shoots and
excited fans after the game,
Acreman said the team realizes there are other things on
which to concentrate.
"Of course being No. 1 in
the OVC is not our ultimate'
goal," senior midfielder ·Jane
DeWitt said. "We want to
win the tournament. That's

RICk Burr£>.s/The News

The Racer soccer team celebrates after winnlno the first OVC regular season
• title In the history of Murray State soccer durlno a oame aoainst Austin Peay.

our ultimate goal."
The five seniors said they
strive to continue their leadership for their last regular
season matchup and post
season play, as those are the
games
that matter at this point.
The team is making a point
to forget past results and
focus on winning the conference and moving on the
NCAA play.
"It's an honor to be a part
of this senior class," senior
. defender Kellyn Robison
said. 'We're not done yet. We
have better things to come."
Murray State's soccer team
travels
to
Lipscomb
University tonight for its last
game in regular season play.

Kick off is at 7.
"In the Lipscomb game,
we're going to try to finetune everything for the tournament," Acreman said. "I
want us to be smarter when
the whistle blows. Our confidence and energy are there,
but we have to go into the
tournament playing quality
soccer."
Murray State will host the
OVC tournament Nov. 7 and
9 at Cutchin Field. Due to
their first place finish they
have received a bye in the
first round of the tournament.
Elizabeth Johnson can be
reached
at
eli z a bet ha. johns on@
murraystate.edu.

Murray State student makes history as first student to pursue position ori City Council
David Borum
Contributing writer
Senior public administration major
Greg Anderson, 23, is pursuing a position on the Murray City Council.
Anderson, a native of Dallas, said
he decided to run for the position last
year. City Council members hold a
two-year, non-partisan position and
are responsible for city budget and
local ordinances.
"I love the city of Murray and its
potential," be said. "We have an edu·
cated workforce and an above average
infrastructure.
"My goal is to remain here after I
graduate. The cost of living is ideal,
we have a great hospital, good roads,
the people are as friendly as can be
and I've not seen a better place to
raise a family."
Anderson said his two main goals

J~~:~;~~:mcmttittili!ucut.~lill~ Jku~

are to implement additional sidewalks and bike paths and deflating
unemployment rates.
"I am a huge
advocate
of
sidewalks and
bike
paths,"
Anderson said. ·
"We don't have
near
enough
and we have
grants to fund
them. We have
to do something
to increase safeGreg Anderson ty and alleviate
senior from
traffic. Believe
Dallas, Texas
me,
there's
nothing worse
than F.ive Points
right after classes let out. We should
particularly focus on 16th Street
exte,Pdj!]g,.t_9 <;am,..p,us ~uites.", 1" "
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Anderson said Fourth and 12th
streets also need similar attention.
"There are two main reasons I will
passionately pursue .additional sidewalks and bike paths," Anderson said.
"We have to have a safer means of
transportation and exercise for walkers and riders. Since the addition of
Campus Suites, the north end of 16th
street is increasingly dangerous and
congested.
"Additionally, more sidewalks and
bike paths will give our billfolds and
our environment relief."
Anderson said he also wants to
address Calloway County's unemployment rate, which is currently
above 6 percent.
"It is pivotal for the City Council to
take a more innovative role in actively pursuing incentives for entrepreneurs and professionals to tap into
the city, even if it's from proximity
L ~ .~.".. 'CI~ l,l,t;(J} I J i .-. _ >a,,,'

v,

areas such as Marshal County,"
Anderson said. "We are unfortunately
losing some of our best and brightest
graduates to employers in St. Louis,
Nashville, Tenn., and Louisville, (Ky.)
We must utilize Murray State as much
as possible to continue to strengthen
the foundation of this city."
Until now, Murray State has never
bad a student run for City Council. If
elected, be will be the youngest elected official in the state.
The 23-year-old said he sees the age
difference as a benefit to community
members.
"It puts me in a position as to where
I must listen and learn as much as
possible," Anderson said. "I'm not set
in unmovable ways, refusing to consider innovation. On the contrary,
innovation is what I am pursuing."
David Borum can be reached at
david.borum@murraystate.edu.
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Students celebrate election
Robin Phelps

in celebration Tuesday night.
Receiving 349 Electoral College
votes to McCain's 163, and with about
64 million popular votes to McCain's
56 million, Obama made a clean
sweep.
Ma Li, sophomore and international student from Beijing, China, said
.she was excited to attend the results
. party to see American students' reactions.
" ... This election is important for
this country and the world," Li said. "I
wanted to see how passionate
American students are in the election, because in China, the government chooses the president."
After months of evaluating each
candidate's issues, voters selected
their preferred candidate.
"If my grandmother was alive today,
this would be something she wouldn't

Assistant News Editor
This year's presidential race is one
for the history books, with Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin coming close to
being the first-ever female vice president and Sen. Barack Obama making
history as the first black president
following a landslide victory over
Republican Sen. John McCain.
"This is history," Terrence Miles,
junior from New Orleans, La., said.
"So many people suffered before the
Emancipation Proclamation. It's
about time. Obama, Obama, Obama."
Cries of triumph and jubilation
sounded on campus, with students
waving posters, fliers, banners, shirts
and buttons, as the mass of about 200
Murray State students congregated
outside the Residential College Circle

rJeautiful Keepsakes for the graduate.
• Music • }Jooks • }Jibles • 9nspirational']ewelrlj • (jift Certificates •
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Blessings di Congratulations
to the hardworking men and wom en of the class of2009.
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Located on the lower level of New Ufe Christian Bookstore.

Misty Hays/The News

Students rally outsidethe Residential Colleges Circle In celebration after Sen. Barack Obama was
named presldent-elecl
and lower class.... In the next couple
believe," Doris Clark-Sarr. director of
Adventures in Math and Science and
of years, all of the people who are not
Upward Bound programming said,
where they need to be fmancially, v.-ill
"People are going have to acknowlbe," Anita Kelley, junior from
edge the fact of their racial issues and
Memphis, Tenn., said. "He's achieved
move forward ... people can say they
so much because I just remember
embrace diversity, but now they are
when I was little, when boys in my
going to have to prove it and walk the
class used to say, 'I want to be presiwalk."
dent when I grow up' and the teachAfter Obama was named presidenters would just look at them like,
elect, supporters marched through
'That's never going to happen' ... it's
Murray State residential college parkjust amazing to me that something
ing lots before watching Obama give
like this would happen.''
his acceptance speech.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
"He'll find a way to help the middle
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu
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Recovery is campus' focus following storin
MJa Walters
News Editor
When a historic winter
storm raged through Murray
last week, students, faculty,
staff and members of the
community looked to the
University for answers.
Jeff Steen,
Calloway
County deputy director of
emergency
management,
coordinated eff6rts to provide the answers and support
the campus and community
sought.
Murray State is currently
in the recovery stage of
emergency
management,
soon followed by the mitigation stage of evaluation of the
efforts, Steen said.
"One thing that made this
event difficult to deal with
was that it was constantly
changing," Steen said. "We
constantly had to re-evaluate

our efforts."
David Wilson, Housing
director, said the nature of
the disaster made it difficult
to develop a specific plan.
"There's a lot of improvisation that comes into play,"
University President Randy
Dunn said. "You never know
what you're going to get hit
with, or what the problems
are
you're
going
to
encounter, and you just have
to wor}c with those and I
think we were able to do that
pretty successfully."
Improvising to cope with a
combination of issues, campus facilities served multiple
purposes.
Lovett Auditorium was
converted into a shelter,
Winslow provided free meals
for emergency workers, and
the campus and community,
the RSEC served as a staging
area for food and water dis-

tribution efforts and WKMS
became the epicenter for
information, Steen said.
''WKMS became a true lifeline for the community,"
David DeVoss, chief of
police, said.
With
WKMS as the only real
means of mass communication, University officjals are
examining ways to better
prepare for communications
means in a future disaster,
Wilson said.
"My feeling is that the
University did the best job it
could, and I'm really proud of
how the campus and community reacted," he said. "But a
better means of communication is something we are
looking at now, especially
after relying on cell phones
turned out impossible."
Further evaluation of the
efforts and reactions of campus officials will take place in

Misty Hays/The
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Travel ishindered by fallen debris and ice covering many Kentudy roads last
•week durlno the historic Ice storm.
orderly conduct of all of our
the coming weeks, Steen
activities," he said. "We
said.
Even with room for
should be proud that everyimprovement, DeVoss said
one cooperated well, and that
he is impressed with how
our emergency responders
things turned out.
had this managed well."
"Look at how bad this was,
Mia Walters can be reached
and how bad it could have
at mia.walters@murraystate.
been - there was safe and
edu.

Congratulations
Graduates!
Thanks for your support.
Buffet all day, everyday.
Open at 11 a.m.
Check out our 5 HD TVsl
804 Chestnut St.
270-753-6656

• New sewing dept. All sew-ons guaranteed
within 7-1 0 working days.
• Visit the newly redecorated and updated
retail section & receive a frequent
buyer discount card.
• Zax is your source for custom and standard
cornhole boards & bags.
Will meet or beat all internet pricing for
custom screen print orders.

*

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SCREEN

PRINTER ... WE SUPPORT YOU!
----- -------------- ----- ---- ---- ------------~
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Enrollment ·efforts decentralize to meet 12xl2 goals
Megan Locke
Staff writer
in
Enrollment
Changes
Management last May have proved
successful with the University experiencing an enrollment increase.
Due to enrollment decentralization,
University officials chose to shuffle
the Enrollment Management office.
According to the president's directive on enrollment management
changes, the decentralization split
enrollment responsibilities between
several different offices.
For example, the Institute for
International Studies handles international students, the Provost's
Office handles graduate stu<ients and
the Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach handles
transfer students.
The decentralization comes at the
heels of the University's 12xl2 initiative, increasing enrollment to 12,000
students by fall 2012.
The initiative comes as a response
to the Council for Postsecondary
Education's plan to double the number of Kentuckians with baccalaureate degrees by 2020.
To help promote the push for
enrollment and reach 12,000 students,

the school relations and admissions
offices combined to form the Office
of Enrollment
Management,
which functions
in two separate
divisions:
recruitment and
undergraduate
admissions.
According to
University
President
Randy Dunn Randy Dunn's
University President directive
on
enrollment
management
changes, Alison
Marshall serves
as the interim
executive director
for
Enrollment
Management as
the University
prepares
to
Josh Jacobs
search for a perChief of Staff
manent executive director.
In .spring 2008, before the new
enrollment initiatives went into
effect, the University experienced a
decline in undergraduate enrollment,

falling from about 7,682 people in
spring 2007 to 7,666 people.
In the same time span, however,
graduate enrollment increased about
2.9 percent from 1,694 people to 1,749
people.
According to a University press
release, enrollment numbers for fall
2009 spiked across the board with a
4.5 percent increase in freshman
enrollment, 2.8 percent increase in
graduate enrollment and 7.4 percent
increase in international enrollment.
Catherine Sivills, assistant vice
president
of
University
Communications, said decentralization is working for the University.
Sivills said the admissions office
received 600 more applications than
last year.
"So far, it appears it has been a successful transition," she said.
"Personally, I've seen the efforts that
recruiting and admissions are putting
into the whole process."
While Sivills said a lot of recruiting
methods remained the same after
decentralization, some fresh ideas
may have helped boost enrollment.
Sivills said Director of Recruitment
Shawn Smee brought a new ,perspective.
·
A new computer system, which

automatically adds students to the
University's system once they apply,
helps track student interest so enrollment staff can better attract students.
"The charge now is to take the 600
extra applications and close the deal,"
she said. 'We still have a lot of work
to do if we want to reach 12.000 students.... I have a good feeling about it.
Murray State has a lot to offer in
o~her areas as well.
"We saw an increase this last year
in international students and extended campuses, especially Paducah. We
·saw growth in a lot of the (enrollment) categories."
Chief of Staff Joshua Jacobs said
the administration changes are having a positive effect, and the Institute
for International Affairs recently
hired additional staff to help handle
the demands of enrollment.
"I think anytime you make changes
it takes time to realize all the gains,"
Jacobs said. "Shawn Smee and Alison
Marshall are doing a great job crafting our next class at Murray State
University.
"We are already seeing additional
applications to the institution. We a,re
doing very well."
Megan Locke can be reached at
megan.locke@murraystate.edu.

Graduates see slim employment market during crucial economic times
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
For seniors trying to
fmd a job after graduation, the search is getting harder.
The current economic recession is affecting
everyone from major
worldwide companies
to Murray State students.
Murray State's Career
Fair, which was first
started in the late 1970s
in order to help graduating students find
employment, is experiencing a decline in
potential employers

this year. The Career
Fair is Wednesday in
the Curris Center.
According to Regina
Hudspeth, career counselor
for
Career
Services, 98 companies
attended the career fair
last year. This year,
there are 62 companies
planning to attend.
'We know the economy has had a big impact
because when we contacted employers
many gave us the reason, 'Oh, well because
of the economy, we
can't attend this year,"'
Hudspeth said.
Although there are

fewer employers coming this year, Hudspeth
said that is no reason to
skip the Career Fair.
"We hope students
won't rule out attending the fair just because
attendance is down,"
Hudspeth
said.
"There's something out
there for everyone ...
there are companies
out there, as bad as it
seems, that are still hiring."
Despite the that the
recession is affecting
job opportunities, there
are some companies on
the upside on the job
shortage.

According
to
AOLcom: the 10 companies with the most
posted job openings
this week include
AT&T, UnitedHealth
Group, MetLife and
Cisco.
Hudspeth said there
are several keys to job
searching before and
after graduation.
"First, you need to be
committed to the job
search," Hudspeth said.
~e tell students it's a
job getting a job.
Secondly, networking
is key. Also, students
should have transferable abilities."

Hudspeth also added
students should really
start preparing for
graduation before their
senior year.
"It's never too early
to
get
started,"
Hudspeth said.
"Don't wait until your
senior year to learn
where Career Services
is. Also, underclassmen
should remember that
during the job search
process, students have
the Internet at their fmgertips.
"They should use it
to research jobs, companies, check press
rele~ses,
annual

"·-- .................. ··- ··- ··-----..-: ...

-

reports, any article in
the media they can
find."
Students are expected to. dress professionally and are encouraged
to bring several copies
of their resume.
Some of the companies attending this
year's fair include
BB&T, Four Rivers
Behavioral
Health,
Nashville Technology
Council and Tennessee
State Parks.
Amanda Crider can
be
reached
at
amanda.crider@
murraystate.
edu
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Online registration system debuts April6
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
Out with the old and in with the
new. Murray State will put Racer. Touch to bed with the opening of
online registration April 6.
With the demise of Racer-Touch,
Chief of Staff Josh Jacobs said' it is
important students receive log-in
information.
"What students need to be aware of
is that they need to generate their IDs
and walk through the online tutorial
to be familiar with the system,"
Jacobs said.
Jacobs said while the majority of
student workers are already familiar
with MyGate. now is the time for all
students to use the system.

"I don't want a single student to not
know about the need to get their
MyGate log-in," Jacobs said. "It only
requires a couple of steps. Once you
log in to the system you will be able
to access everything."
Students eager to capitalize on the
benefits of online registration can
also rejoice in many current and
future amenities of the system.
"This will be easier for students to
conduct business on their schedules,"
Jacobs said. ''You won't have to sit in
Sparks at eight in the morning anymore.''
Registrar Kathy Kerr said with
MyGate's new online registration feature comes capabilities Murray State
students have not previously seen
such as online scheduling.

the ability to view transcripts, after
registration an abbreviated schedule
will list a student's scheduled classes.
Grant Masterson, junior from
Edwardsville, Ill., said he looks forward to the online registration.
"It's a step in the right direction,"
Masterson said. "Other schools have
already had this and are technologically advanced."
Masterson said he would not miss
registering for classes using Racer
Touch.
"I thought the phone was more
complicated," Masterson said. "With
MyGate I can schedule at my own
convenience. I think MyGate will be
more efficient."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

"It's everything PIN had and more,"
Kerr said.
With an Academics tab on the
MyGate profile, students will soon
have opportunity to view their student information, including transcripts and holds as well as grade
reports, schedules and MAP reports.
"It will be great that (students) can
see their student information on that
page," Kerr said. "It's important
though that students still meet with
their advisers."
Unlike Racer-Touch, students will
not have to wake up at early hours
and wait to get through a busy line.
"After the starting period, students
have open availability," Kerr said.
The Academics tab offers a host of
functions for students. In addition to

'Back the Book' fails at Senate, not Murray State
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
House Bill 226 may have
died in legislation last week,
but students at Murray State
could still have the opportunity to lower textbook costs
if a similar system is implemented at the University.
The original version of the
bill requires professors to
pub\icly post textbooks'
ISBN numbers prior to the
class' start date, requires
publishers to offer packaged
or bundled textbook items as
separate items and requires
public posting of textbook
revisions.
President
University
Randy Dunn said he would
consider backing a similar
system if a University group
elected to create a proposal
geared specifically to Murray
State.
"It usually takes, on this
kind of work, a champion
who is willing to think
through all of the aspects of

"'' . . ..., ... . .. -··....... .
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"We felt like It was something that
would really help out the students and
that we tried to do what we were
asked as a committee but it's definitely
not going to stop us from trying to find
a new way to help the
students."
Kara Mantooth
Student Government
Association president

how this would
work and figure out the
problems where something
may not work so well," Dunn
said.
Student
Government
Association President Kara
Mantooth, senior from
Owensboro, Ky.. said SGA
has discussed taking on the
initiative but has not discussed the details of such a
task at this point.
SGA
campaigned
in
February to encourage students to call or e-mail their

representatives, assisting in a
state-wide push for the bill.
Mantooth said the dismissal of the bill during this
legislation was a setback, but
she said it is not the end of
the effort behind the bill.
"I spoke with some other
student body presidents and
obviously we were discouraged,'' Mantooth said. "We
felt like it was something that
would really help out the students and that we tried to do
what we were asked as a
committee but it's definitely

not going to stop us from trying to find a new way to help
the students.''
Mantooth said the student
Senate discussed the issue
Wednesday to determine
whether pursuing a local version of House Bill 226 is good
for the students.
"If there is enough interest,
if it's something we think
will help out our students,
then we will start creating a
committee to do research on
what it is that would specifically help Murray State,"
Mantooth said.
She said a student advisory
committee, compiled of student representatives from
every Kentucky university, is
meeting Wednesday to discuss whether it will continue
to pursue the bill at the state
level.
Dunn said he expects the
bill to make its way back into
legislation at some point.
"It was one of those proposals like you see every
once in a while that just
L•

•

t

starts to get everybody's
interest and gets some legs
under it to make it pretty
popular in Frankfort (Ky.) to
people who watch legislative
trends," Dunn said.
Dunn said the fact that
similar proposals are being
discussed around the country also adds to the bill's
credibility.
Dunn said with the possibility of the bill making its
way back to Frankfort, students have to decide whether
to invest effort into getting it
passed on their local campuses or to re-think strategy
and make another run at
state legislatures in 2010.
"I think we're going to see
it come back for discussion
legislatively in 2010," Dunn
said. "It had enough popular
support, it just made sense to
people, that I think there's
merit in giving it another
try.''
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashley.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Pageant names next Miss MSU
Laura Cash
Staff writer

If
you've
ever
watched the movie
"Miss Congeniality,"
you
know
beauty
pageants are much
more than beauty contests - they are scholarship programs. That
was demonstrated at
this year's Miss MSU
Scholarship Pageant.
Miss- MSU received
an $850 scholarship,
first
runner-up
received a $375 scholarship, second runner-up
received a $325 scholarship, third runner-up
received a $250 scholarship and fourth runnerup received a $200
scholarship.
Sarah Clark, junior
from Paducah, Ky., won

this year's Miss MSU
title. She said she is
looking forward to the
personal rewards coming with the title.
"I wanted to do it
because I wanted to be
a role model and promote Murray State like
(last year's Miss MSU)"
she said.
Clark said this was
the f1rst real pageant in
which she competed in.
She was nominated her
freshman year but was
not selected as one of
the top 15 to compete.
"It just goes to show
you that anyone can do
it," Clark said. "You
don't have to be Greek
to go for it."
Fifteen Murray State
women competed this
year, but only after
beating 39 other appli-

cants. In total. 54
women were nominated by Murray State
organizations
and
applied to compete in
the pageant.
Erin Atha, junior
from Frankfort, Ky., and
executive director of
the pageant, said each
campus organization
was allowed to nominate one female for the
pageant.
Seven judges interviewed the 54 nominees during the preliminary judging. Each
contestant was scored
based on her responses
to the questions, GPA,
activities and involvement on campus.
She said organization
skills and optimism are
her best attributes for
leading the pageant.

"I tried to help contestants stay motivated
and reminded them to
have fun with the
pageant," Atha said.
These motivational
skills were .helpful
when it came to weekly
practices, which started
the first Tuesday of
February and continued every Tuesday
until
the
event.
Practices include group
rehearsals of the opening dance routine, formal wear tips and
working on posture
during presentation.
Despite the horror
stories that sometimes
erupt from similar
pageants, Atha said
there weren't any real
internal
problems
between the competitors, though there was

lauren Bell/The News

Sarah Clark. junior fromPaducah. Ky•• Is crowned as the 2009
Miss MSU.

some competitive tension.
"I thought it was a
great experience for the
girls since they can
grow and learn from
each other throughout

the process," Atha said.
"Healthy competition
helps you grow as an
individual."
Laura Cash can be
reached at laura.cash@
murraystate.edu.

lookinG for that
perfect collete
job?

The

.lJews Is takinf! For information on any

applitaUon$ f(ll' person- position, call The News
llelJor,~allpf.t$UlPns for .at809-4468 or come by
the 200942010l' edltions. the newsroom
at
Ill Wilson Hall.
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Hayes signs with Connecticut Sun
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
Ashley Hayes has provided many
firsts for the Murray State women's
basketball program, including her
participation in two OVC championships and scoring a record 46
points in a single game.
Last week, Hayes added another
Murray State first, signing a free
agent contract ·with the Connecticut
Suns of the WNBA, inviting her to
their spring camp to compete for one
·of 11 spots on the tinal roster.

Rick Burresi!The News

Senior Ashley Hayes takes a shot a9ainst an
Eastern Illinois University player durln9 a9ame
earlier this season.

Q; When you look back at your four
years at Murray State, what will you
think about?
A; I'll think about the greatness I've
had as a player and a teammate.
Q; Who did you spend draft day with
- family, teammates?
A; I was actually in class. I was anxious to get out of class. I was nervous
about what was going to happen. It
was · mixed emotions but I was still
positive throughout the draft. I wasn't

about to get the channel on cable so I
had to watch the updates on
wnba.com.
Q; When you first found out you had
been· offered a contract with the
Connecticut Sun, what was your initial reaction?
A: My initial reaction was. what
exactly does that mean? When my
agent called me and told me that they
had offered a free agent contract,
which means you're going to camp.
So I asked if that was good and my
agent said that's just as good as being
drafted. My agent went on to say that
some draftees won't even get to go to
camp.
Q; Since your season ended in the
WNIT. what have you done since
then to keep yourself prepared for the
WNBA?
A: I've been doing workouts and
shooting. Nothing has stopped. I've
kind of taken it to another level. As
for preparing, I'm taking everything
at another rate, even from college and
pushing myself everyday.
Q; When were you able to talk to

Congratulations Seniors!
From your friends
at the ••• t s \ ty
·'l e
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and Public Affairs

Coach Rob Cross after you signed
your contract?
A:. I talked to Coach Cross the same
day. Once I found out and
Connecticut called me and welcomed
me, I called him. I was thanking him
and he was thanking me.
He was thanking me for the things I
did, not only for Murray State but for
him as a coach. I was thanking him for
being my coach, but for talking to
WNBA coaches about me.
Q; When you got to Murray State,
Coach Cross was an assistant and he's
been here the entire time. Talk about
the relationship you two have.
A; The relationship I have with him is
close. He's always been there for me
and in my corner, giving me advice.
Since the day I got an e-mail from him
before I came here; he hasn't slacked
on me. Even though I'm not going to
be with him and he's not going to be
with me next year, he told tne that if
there's ever anything I need, to let
him know.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.cdu.
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Tuition changes Students re-elect
Kara Mantooth

Regents institute
per-credit hour
fee for courses
above 12-hour cap

AshleeCobb
Staff writer

University President Randy
Dunn agreed the public participation portion of the meeting
encouraged the Regents to rethink the tuition task force's
recommendations.
"The argument that was
made by numerous speakers
and certainly by Kara
Mantooth, was that there
seemed to be more of an element of fairness in spreading
additional costs out over a
larger number of students,
which I think makes sense."
Dunn said.
Dunn said the board will
investigate the impact of the
tuition model in the fall, and
ensure it is not harming particular student groups, and in the
future, he said he will re-think
the modeL
"I think we'll probably see it
in place for a few years, but the
Thition Task Force and the
Regents made clear that they
want this revisited at some
point in time when funding
from the state stabilizes and
we're not looking at cuts every
year," Dunn said.
The next Board of Regents
meeting is scheduled for May
29.
Mia Walters can be reached

The results for the 2009-2010 Student Government
Association executive council members are: Kara
Mantooth, president: Jonathan Jones, vice president:
Abigail Kursave, secretary and Meagan Pember, treasurer.
Kara Mantooth, senior from Owensboro, Ky., and 20082009 SGA president, has been re-elected for another term,
defeating Jonathan Burdon, junior from Marion, Ky.
"My first reaction was just excitement," Mantooth said.
"1 was really excited to win and to continue the work I
have been doing for the students.''
All the candidates ran smooth
campaigns and did amazing jobs of
spreading the word about the SGA
election, Mantooth said.
Mantooth campaigned well, Burdon
said, and he was proud of the work he
accomplished for his campaign.
"Kara ran a good campaign, and I
congratulated her," Burdon said. "I
Kara Mantooth don't think I could have done anyStudent Government thing be~er or different for my camAssociation president paign. I will go to sleep tonight knowing I did the best I could."
Burdon said he wants Mantooth to have a great year and
he thanks all the students who voted for him.
Jonathan Jones, junior from Frankfort, Ky., received more
votes in the election for SGA vice president than his opponent Robin Phelps, junior from Cape Girardeau, Mo.
"At fust, I felt relief, blessed relief," Jones said. "I felt like
I did the best I could, but Robin campaigned well and is
pretty tough competition."
The important thing during campus elections are the
students going out and voting, Jones said.
"I want to thank everyone who voted, not just for me, but
at all," Jones said. "I hope this encourages everyone to turn
in an application for. CAB. They are due noon, April 27, at
the SGA office."
Although running for the same office, Jones and Phelps
have been friends since they began their college careers,
Phelps said. She said she is happy and excited Jones won
the election.
"I had a great experience campaigning and working with
Jonathan (Burdon)," Phelps said. "We had a diverse group
of students such as international and nontraditional students to volunteer in helping with our campaign."
Abigail Kursave, freshman from Paducah, Ky., was elected SGA secretary winning against opponents Peydon
Harned, sophomore from Paducah, Ky., and Amy Houser,
junior from Paducah, Ky.
Meagan Pember, sophomore from Murray, originally ran
against Kent Willet, sophomore from Newburgh, Ind. for
SGA treasurer, but ended up running unopposed for the
position.

at mia.walters@murraystate.
edu.

Ashlee
Cobb
can
lee.cobb@murraystate.edu.

Mia Walters
News Editor
More than 60 spectators
crowded together at Monday's
special Board of Regents meeting where a 25 percent charge
per-credit hour was passed 101 for courses beyond a 12-hour
ceiling.
The board also passed an
expected 4 percent tuition
increase, a 9.5 percent meal
plan and room and board
increases and three of the
seven recommendations made
by the Agriculture Task Force.
Using this new tuition
model resident, full-time
undergraduate students will
pay the 2009-2010 standard
tuition rate of $2,988 a semester for up to 12 credit hours.
For each additional hour
taken, students will pay 25 percent of a credit hour per hour,
totaling $62.25 per hour. A student taking 15 hours will pay
$3,174.75 and a student taking
18 hours will pay $3,361.50.
Graduate, regional and out-ofstate costs will follow this
standard.
During the meeting campus
representatives voiced opinions, concerns and alternatives
concerning the Thition Task
Force's recommendations.
''What makes us different?"
Jessica Moore, senior from
Dexter Mo., said. "What makes
us better than everyone else?
It's our diverse educations our freedom to go out and
study diverse fields at Murray
State."
Moore. who represented the
Sigma Alpha Iota fraternity,
said if passed, this tuition
model would severely hinder
the freedom at Murray State to

Lauren Bell/The News

Katie Graves. senior from Kevil. Ky., addresses members of the Board of RI!Qeflts
durin9 Monday's special tuition meetillQ.
earn a diverse education, as
students are fmancially limited to 15 hours a semester.
"Would I be competent in
my field at 120 hours," she
asked. "I think that answer is
no."
· Katie Graves, senior from
Kevil, Ky., said the 15-hour cap
with a 100 percent per-credit
hour charge is the fmancial
version of No Child Left
Behind.
The public participation
made a significant difference,
Vice President for Student
Affairs Don Robertson, said.
"I think (the participants)
did a very nice job," he said. '1
think a few of them spoke truly
from the heart. The positive
thing is that many of them recognized the need or additional
revenue, and offered alternatives. It was a significant factor
in the final decision."
Robertson said the public
participation opportunity displays the transparency of the
University.
. "This whole process is
reflective to me of what makes
Murray State unique - it is a
very open institution and very
student oriented," he said. "I
sen:;e that students knew we
were really listening to what
they had to say.''
·
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BOOK BUY BACK
Extended Hours
May4-8
Monday -Thursday: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

1. Orders received before May 8 will be 5
percent off the original price.

2. The money you spend at the bookstore stays on

REASONS
TO
PREPACKAGE .
YOUR
TEXTBOOKS

campus and goes to scholarships, donations and
student employment.

3. If you sign up now, you have a chance to win
your books for free. The drawing is Aug. 1.

4. By prepackaging, you have a better chance of
buying used textbooks, which could save
25 percent.

5.

If you need to exchange or return a boo~ no problem! We have a copy of your receipt.

ong

·----------------------------·
SAVE ON YOUR BOOKS!
I
I

Bring this coupon to the University
:
Bookstore for a 5 percent discount on Y<>!Jr fall :
PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS and receive a FREE :
Nillray State T-shirt when you pick them up. 1·

Gr
elL

I
I

To be eligible for the discount and T-shirt, we must receive your
prepackage t extbook order form along with this original coupon.

sxc.hu

I

I

Valid through May ·a.

:
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BOOK BUY BACK MAY 4- 8

Wendv's Wonder Wheel
Spin to win prizes and discount coupons.
For every four books sold back to
the University Store, receive
one spin.
For every six books, .receive
two spins.
After you spin, your ticket is entered
into the grand prize drawing.
There will be three winners:
•One I Pod Shuffle
•Two $1 00 Textbook Gift Certificates

20 percent on Murrav State apparel
and clearance sportswear

Mav1-3
THE UNIVERSITY STORE 201 CURRIS CENTER MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 809-4388
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Costumes, choreography shine at All-Campus Sing
Bee Feldhaus
Staff writer
A campus tradition took place
Wednesday when Sigma Alpha Iota
hosted the 51st annual All-Campus
Sing.
This year, 23 groups participated,
competing in four divisions:
Residential colleges, independents,
sororities and fraternities.
Event chair Felicia Gammon, junior
from Hawesville, Ky., and co-chair
Stephanie Jones, junior from
O'Fallon, Dl, presented the awards.
Cash prizes were awarded by th_e
Alumni Association, with $300 for
first place, $200 for second and $100
for third. The Office of Student
Affairs awarded trophies.
The first place winners were Lee
Clark College in the residential college division, the international students in the independent division,
Alpha Omicron Pi in the sorority
division and Sigma Phi Epsilon in the
fraternity division.
This year three new awards were

given out. T he best soloist award
went to Black Student Council,
Lambda Chi Alpha took the award for
best costumes and Alpha Gamma
Rho was honored with best choreography.
Abbie Felber, sophomore from
Brentwood, Tenn., performed with
Lee Clark College.
This is the second year in a row Lee
Clark has won first place, but Felber
said this year posed a new level of
excitement for the group.
"We hadn't won, and we were
working toward that goal," Felber
said. "There was a lot more pressure
to reach that the first time."
She said there were about 16 students involved in their performance
themed "Rags to Riches."
Felber said a lot of time and hard
work went into the design of the costumes and especially the backdrop.
She said she thinks that work paid off.
This year, because the event coincided with Earth Day, SAl teamed up
w ith the Murray Environmental
Student Society to place recycling
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Sloma Phi Epsilon perform in the fraternity division with a 'Recycllno' theme, tylno Into Earth Day.
sto Ep placed first
bins next to every trash can. Emcee
when she saw the acts of each group
Paul Radke encouraged students to
come together after weeks of hard
recycle in between performances.
work.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached at
Jones said her favorite part was the
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.edu.
week leading up to the festivities
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